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Poulton warns of
• •
•
tu1t1on
increase
By Kate McClare
In-state tuition will rise next
semester if the legislature does
not grant the University System's
.$1 million budget increase, System Chancellor Bruce Poulton
said yesterday.
A lop University
official
said he did not think the increase
would pass.
"We've :;lbout run out of ::il
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Last night was the annual freshman picnic on the lawn of Pres. Mills' home. The
president took the opportunity to meet many members of the class of 1981. (Dennis
Giguere photo)

·Even cows crowd thi,s class
in the meat-cutting art
By Mike Kelly
~

Ed Roy, his fly-away hair
sticking out at improbable angles,
is expertly putting a razor edge
on his knife. As he runs it across
the oiled whetstone, the crowd
around pim watches closely
They, too, are holding knives.
Ed Roy is teacher's assistant
to John Dodds, professor of Introductory Meats, a class offerred
by the Thompson School of Applied Sciences. The course
instructs the uninitiated in the
fine mysteries of cleaning,
boning, cutting and packaging

the various edible parts of steers,
pigs, sheep and fowl.
The meat which is cut and packaged by the students of Introductory Meats is sold by Thompson School at ten per cent above
wholesale prices to anyone interested. The semester deadline for
filing orders is today. Most ·of
the customers, according to
Dodds, are University employees
and Durham residents.
Thompson School raises many
of the animals that el'\.d up on
the mammoth stainless steel
tables of Introductory Meats.

'l'hey slaughter them in a ciass
called Abb~tt?ir Managem~nt.
An abbattmr 1s a slaughtering
room.
The abbattoir at Thompson
School is adjacent to the meat
cutting room. It is big, spotlessly
clean, well-lit by four uncurtained
windows and painted battleship
grey. A steel door at one e1;1d_ of
the room leads to the rece1vmg
dock where the hapless beast
waits. and r~fle~ts on the depressm~ turn its hfe has.taken.
Once m the slaughtermg room,
the future sirloin steak or butterfly pork chop is stunned unconscious with a special gun, and
then bled. The blood is washed
down platter sized drains by fire
hoses.
A complicated and powerful system of chains, hooks, pulleys
and conveyer rods carry the late
animal through the . various
stages of boning and cutting into
wholesale pieces. Eventually,
these pieces are carried to the
walk-in freezer, where they hang
from giant hooks to await the
next lab section of Introductory
Meats.
According to Dodds, the meat
cut in Introductory Meats,
whether raised by the school or
bought wholesale from a commercial
slaughterhouse,
is
government inspected, Grade A
Choice. The products turned out
by the class .are, he says, of excellent quality.
The abbattoir and the cutting
room are also regular inspected.
''Our facilities and our scaies are
Meatcutters, page 28
·

ternatives " to increasing tuition,
Poulton said, without speculating
on the extent of the expected in-_
crease.
Speaking before the House Appropriations Committee, Poulton
said the University needs a total
of $266,000 to cover the cost of educating new students. He said
1,000 new students are expected
to attend New Hampshire's four
state colleges in the next two
years. An additional $689,000 is
needed to cope with a nine per
cent rate of inflation in the cost of
goods and services, according to
Poulton.
He said the increasingly high
cost of education in this state is
"making the dream of a landgrant institution dimmer and
diRllller."
A total of 829 in-state freshmen
have withdrawn from UNH so far
this semester, according to Poulton. He estimated that half left
because they found they could not
afford to remain.
But, according to Eugene

Savage, UNH director of admissions, these students have been
notifying the University they
would not attend since last January. "The bulk had indicated
they would not attend by May 1,
the date a deposit is due," said
Savage.
Savage said there are basically
three reasons why students withdraw . "For :;l lot of theso kids,

UNH is their second choice. Some
take a year off and their admission is deferred until next September, and some take a year off
to work so they c::tn ~fford to attend school."
Sixty seven per.cent of in-state
freshmen who were accepted are
attending UNH, said Savage, an
unusually high percentage.
"For every one (in-state student) who applied and withdrew,
there were probably one or two
who never applied because of the
cost.'' Poulton added.
The legislature has proposed a
six per cent cutback in all state
services•-including
e_ducation.
The House-Senate Conference
Committee is scheduled to debate
the issue on Sept. 20.
"This is not a situation where
we might cut three per cent from
where there's been an increase of
six per cent," Poulton explained
to the committee. "We're really
talking about cutting state support of an institution where, at
State Budget, page 18

Kari-van use doubles
after fares lowered
By Debby Gaul
The number of Kari-van riders
during the first three days of
class doubled over the same
period last year, according to
Kari-van Supervisor Mike Niese.
Niese said the Kari-van had
4,680 riders during the first three
days of class, while last year,
4,500 riders constituted a steady
five day weelc.
Niese said the increase in riders may be a result of the 30
per cent decrease in Kari-van
ticket prices. The shortage of
parking spaces may be another
factor , he said.
Last year, Kari-van semester
passes cost $30. Now they cost
$20. A ten trip ticket, which cost
$3 last year, has been reduced to
$2 while a round-trip ticket now
costs 40 cents, 20 cents lower than
last year's price.
The Kari-van makes stops in
Durham, Dover, Newmarket and
Portsmouth.
Over 615 semester passes have
been sold to date, according to
Niese, who added that 311 was
the most sold in previous semesters. He said he anticipates a
minimum of 7,500 rides per week
_this semester, _accommodating an
estimated 700-800 students. With
the colder weather, Niese said he

Robert Provencher
hopes the number of riders will
increase to 9,000 per week.
Based on the increase in riders,
Niese said the price decrease has
been "damn successful."
Despite increased operating
costs and lower ticket prices,
Niese said the Kari-van has been
Kari-Vans, page 25

INSIDE

TM
· Transcendental Meditation advocates are
back in town, and .
they're showing off
their ideas. For a look
at the TM package,
seepage 4.

Art
The arts feature reviews of the current
University Art Galleries exhibit, Star
Wars
and
Soap.
Pages 21-24.

Soccer
·The UNH soccer team
started their season on
a winning note last
Wednesday defeating
'BU, 1-0 behind the
,heriocs of fullback
George Hayner. For
details and pictures,
turn to page 32.
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.,___News Briefs-----.
Evacuation
Fumes from a smoldering pillow scorched by a high intensity lamp caused the evacuation of Smith Hall at 1:30 a.m.
Wednesday.
,
UNH-Durham fire fighters said the pillow had been smoldering for about an hour in room 206. Juniors Janice Brubacker
and Rebecca Andrew are the residents of the room. No injuries
were reported.
Security guard Gerald Beaudoin detected the fumes and
sounded the alarm which cleared the -btiilaing. Beaudoin said
the students would have been overcome by the fumes if they
had gone undetected much longer.

Fire codes
The UNH-Durham Fire Department has ordered a strict enforcement of fire codes in dormitory lounges this year, a move
that will affect dorm functions , according to Lt. Donald Bliss.
Bliss said the capacities of many dorm lounges have been reduced this year, and that the fire codes in the dorms will be "enforced as they are in the downtown bars.''
The fire department has been lenient in its enforcement of the
fire codes in previous years, Bliss said. He said there were

Missing woman found murdered
The body of Jaclynne E. Sender, 22, of Spokane, Wash., was
found at 11:30 Wednesday
morning off Rte. 155 in Lee.
. , The State Attorney General's
office yesterday identified the
body and said Sender was the vietim of a homicide.
Sender was reported missing
Sept. 4, after she left the Portsmouth home of UNH professor
Dr. Michael Rosenbush. The
young woman was reportedly
visiting with the professor before
leaving on a trip to New York
City, where she hoped to find a ,
job with the United Nations.
'
Sender was a student of Rosen-

bush's studying Russian in a language program last year at the
UniversityofLeningrad.
Earlier this week, it was reported that Sender left Rosenbush's home on Sept, 4 to view
the - historical sights in Portsmouth. She had taken a small
knapsack containing a Bible with
her on the tour, leaving behind
· $500 in travelers' checks and most
of her clothes.
The Attorney General's office
said the body was found by someone who was collecting refuse along the road. Strafford County Medical Referee Dr. John Neff
pronounced the woman dead at

1he scene_ and listed the preliminary cause of death as head injuries caused by a blunt instrument.
However, Assistant Attorney
General James Kruse said an
autopsy performed by Dr. Neff
Wednesday night could not pinpoint the exact cause of death.
He said laboratory tests were
taken to find the exact cause.
Kruse said the giri had been
dead between two and ten days
before the body was discovered.
Lee and state police declined to
elaborate on the case, but it was
reported that there are currently
no suspects.

Many students find off-campus
housing scarce in Durham area

numerous "fl:ler::int rnlp viob:1tiom:" h1~t yg~r which forcod tho

fire department to take action.
Congreve Hall had planned a dorm function for tonight, but the
fire codes limit the capacity in the Congreve lounge to 100
persons.
"We've never had fire exits, so why the new rating?" Katherine
Batchelder, the head resident of Congreve said: Bliss said he
would meet the Batchelder to explain the problems and to avert
any violations.
Bliss cited the recent fire in a Kentucky supper club, in which
many lives-were lost because of a lack of emergency exits . "We
needed to take drastic action to get a reaction," Bliss said. " The
rules will be enforced."

Arrests
Ten UNH students have been arrested at the UNH horticultural farm since Sept. 4, and charged with criminal trespass.
According to UNH Police Officer John Pickering, t~e studen~s
were attempting to steal apples from the farm at the time of their
arrest. Pickering declined to name any of tlte student~ involved ..
"We're working in a special coordinated effort with the horticulture farm this year," said Picl:cering. ·"There have been more
arrests this year than in the past.''
Criminal trespass is a misdemeanor in New Hampshire,
.
punishable by a $1,000 fine or up to one year in prison.
Pickering said that four students have had court hearmgs
and were fined $50. Instead of paying the fine, the students
must work 20 hours at the horticulture farm and write a 500
word essay explaining why they should not steal apples from the
horticultural farm in the future.

The Weather
The National Weather Service predicts mostly cloudy skieg for
today, with a chance of showers late in the afternoon. Occasional
rain is likely for tonight and Saturday, , with h~hs in the mid-50's
tonight and 60's tomorrow.
Probability of precipitation 30 per cent tomorrnw, 60 per
cent tomorrow night.

Slain while visiting UNH professor

I

Lower Quad dorms
repaired, refurnished

By Dotty Dyer
High rent and an inadequate
supply of conveniently located apartments are obstacles facing a
number of UNH students who
wish to live off-campus this semester.
All but a very few of the apqrtments available for student rental in Durham , as well as in
Dover and Newmarket (popular
because of their proximity to
Kari-Van routes), were rented as
early as last April.
· According to Betty Varney, a
realtor at Walter Cheney, Inc.,
a real estate firm that operates
in Durham and Newmarket,
there has been a marked increase
this fall in the number of students
seeking assistance. Unfortunately, she says; there are no
openings for them.
Carl Lathrop, a sophomore engineering major, is one of the students suffering from this shortage. He·began his search in June
and found a place in Dover. His
landlord agreed to make extensive repairs over the summer.
When Lathrop returned to school
this fall, he says the apartment
was not ready and he was forced
to look elsewhere.
Lathrop is now staying with friends,
He sleeps on the floor at night:
and spends most of each day
looking for another apartment.
"I've made a lot of calls," says
Lathrop, copying down numbers
from the lists posted outside the
Off-Campus Housing Office.
"I've got to be in Durham or at
least on the Kari-Van (route).
Every place I call is either way·
too expensive or it's already
taken. I've got some killer
courses this semester but right
now this is taking up all my
time.''
The Off-Campus Housing Office has been providing lists of lo- .

Many students have found off-campus housing much
harder to come by this year than in the past. T~e
listings are not plentiful, as this student found out. (Denms
Giguere photo)
cal apartments for the UNH community since March, 1974. Gail
Tufts, coordinator of OCHO, obtains listings from the immediate
and surrounding areas and publishes them.i
The office operates year round,
mailing out lists of apartments

and houses to those who are out of
town for the summer, but still
looking for an apartment for the
fall.
"We feel that Off-Campus
Housing, page 14

By Julia Coan
that the new system presently
The lower Quad dormitories has uncovered closets. Bianco .
(Gibbs, Hunter, and EngeJhardt) , said dark wood partitions have
received new furniture and other been ordered . which will enable
badly needed interior renova- students to cover the closet with
tions during the summer, accord- a curtain. They have not yet been
ing to David Bianco, director delivered but Bianco hopes the
of residential life.
new pieces will arrive within a
Bianco said he was " pleased"
week, along with new, larger
with the renovations, but would drawers .
not quote the final cost of the proLast fall , plans to purchase new
ject. Bianco said the cost of furfor the lower Quad were
niture was half the price of stand- furniture
cancelled because the furniture
ard furniture .
was chosen " lacked imaBianco said all students receiv- which
gination and sensitivity to the
ed an innovative desk,--detach- quadrangle
environment, " acable legs and a filing cabinet cording to Bianco.
that time,
over which is placed a wooden a committee wasAtformed
to
butcher's block, a University choose an appropriate furniture
alumni chair or a secretary's system.
The head residents and
swivel chair, desk lamps and
two students from each of the
blotters. None of the items are dorms,
along with Bianco, served
provided elsewhere on campus.
Keith Stone and Gary Stevens. on the committee.
Valerie Shea, a former Gibbs ,
residents of Englehardt Hall,
said they initially disliked the Hall resident, and member of
new furniture , but after trying the furniture committee, exsome of the possible arrange- plained that many companies were
ments found one which pleased considered betore the REID
them . They said most of the Corporation of Rhode Island was
dorm 's residents spent the first employed to supply the furniture.
few days experimenting until Tours of a Rhode Island hosmost had discovered a unique pital and dormitories at the University of Rhode Island, whose Students in the lower Quad have improvised in designing their rooms with newly bought
and satisfying arrangement.
Stevens and Stone said the only
fur~iture. (Dennis Giguere photo)
complaint of most students was Quad, page5
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Bean's absence a factor

Muh Pub

•

ID

·By Maureen O,Connell
While local pubs were enjoying
back to school profits from new
freshmen and returning upperclassmen, the MUB Pub had what
Pub Coordinator Rich Kane
called, a "bad" first week.
Accordfog to Kane, MUB P1J._b
beer sales were 36 per cent lower
than they were for the first week
of school last year.
"Even with the rise in the price
of beer (from $1.25 to $1.40 a pitcher) profits were still down," he
said. "That reflects an even more
serious loss."
Although the first week is too
soon to make any firm predictions, Kane said if the downward
trend continues, the Pub could be
in financial trouble.
''Every day you lose money it
takes two or three days to make
up for it," he said. "We'd have to
have a hell of a good second semester to make up for a bad first
one.''
Brenda Martin. one of the
Pub's managers, said a. first
week profit slump could hinder
the Pub throughout the semester.
''The profit we usually make in
the first week of a semester helps
us make it through slow nights
later on," she said.
Although it is dear that fewer

trouble

people bought fewer beers at the
Pub last week, the reasons why
are not so clear.
Kane and Martin, however, are
certain that the entertainment
schedule played a role in the
Pub's slump.
Last vear, a rock and roll band
played nearly eveiy night of the
first week. In addition, disc jockey Rick Bean, a regular entertainer at the Pub, played his
usual Wednesday and Sunday
night stints.
This year, the Pub Entertainment Committee, a group of students appointed to book groups
anct activities for the Pub, scheduled quieter folk groups for the
first week. Also, Rick Bean was
replaced by several new disc jockeys .
Kane said he was "quite surprised" when he was told Bean
would not be working at the Pub
this year. Martin said "the biggest mistake" the Entertainment
Committee made was to "get rid
of Rick Bean."
"From .a business point of
view, Bean was definitely an asset," Kane said. "We could count
on Bean bringing in, on the average, $600 per night."

The MUB Pub isn't always as lively a place this year as it was last year. The beer
prices have gone up and popular D.J. Rick B~an is elsewhere. (Dennis Giguere photo) .

Traffic Commission Opens lots
to aid commuters parking woes

Mub Pub, page 25

By Dott Matott
The Parking and Traffic Commission has opened Lots C and D
to commuter students and prohibited on-campus parking in
· those two lots to help relieve the
severe parking problem at UNH,
according to John Irving, Traffic
Burea_u_ supervisor.
Parkmg Lot C is adjacent to
Alexander Hall and Lot D is located by the Alumni Center off
Edgewood Ave.
Commuter students may now
park in Lots A, B, C, D and Dl.
On-campus students are restricted to Lots A, E and El.
The front of C Lot adjacent
to the MUB is designated for
faculty and staff parking and the
back of the lot facing Mill Road
is restricted to commuter students only. Irving said resident
students who park in areas which
are restricted to commuters will
receive $5 l)arking violations.

Closed circuit TV
aids parking security·
By Dott Matott
An $8,000 closed circuit television system has been installed
near parking Lot A at the Field
House to help tighten security,
according to David Flanders,
UNH's Public Safety director.
The camera to the system is
mounted on a pole near the front
of the Field House and monitors
traffic on Main Street, from New
_Hampshire Hall to the Thompson
School greenhouse, as well as in
Lot A.
Lot A is currently used for
overnight resident parking and
daytime commuter parking. In
previous years, Lot A was used
primarily for resident storage
and commuter parking.
Flanders said the television
monitor to the system, which was
installed in June, is located in the
dispatch center at tbe UNH Service Building and is manned 24
hours a day. The dispatcher can·
zoom in on ·any trouble point in
the system's range, according to
Flanders, allowing quick action
on any tie-up or traffic jam.
Flanders said the intersection
of College Road and Main Street
near New Hampshire Hall is also
in the range of the system, and
the dispatcher can easily control

emergency vehicles on those
roads.
He said the system's effectiveness cannot be judged in a short,
, two month period, as only four or
. five incidents have been reported
since the establishment of the
· system.
During registration, the system
was used to observe the waiting
lines at the Field House to ensure
they were moving smoothly. It is
also being used to watch the traffic flow down Main Street in case
there.is a need for a policeman to
control the traffic.
According to Flanders, the
Parking and Traffic Committee
decided the camera was the best
and least expensive way to aid in
crime prevention in the Field
House area. He said he feels the
. only safer method of protecting
Lot A would be to construct a
fence and have a guard at the entrance t9 the lot 24 hours a day.
Along with the new system
Flanders said he would like to see
more lighting in the lot. The area
is presently patrolled by police
cruisers, both day and night.
For use in stormy, winter
weather, the system comes
equipped with a defroster and
lens wiper, he said.

'Feminism' blamed
By Kate McClare
Newspaper reports that the
New Hampshire Commission on
the St~tus of Women "rejects"
battered wives because they are
feminists have been exaggerated
and "blown out of proportion,"
according to Commissioner Fran
Drown.
The controversy began when it
was reported that the commission had rejected a plan to set up
programs to aid battered wives.
"Those women's libbers irritate
the hell out of their husbands,"
Commissioner Gloria Belzil had
stated, so their husbands beat
them.
''The commission asked me to
study the effect of feminism 1"
Drown said. She said members
of the commission gave reporters
their own personal ideas on battered women and feminism.
"They capitalized on a few remarks and this came out as our
stand," she explained yesterday
at a press conference on the state
house steps.
The New Hampshire Coalition

.. It is not our intent to hassle
the resident students. We have evaluated the process and this
seems to be the most accommodating method to use,'' said
David Flanders, director of public safety. "If it is neccesary to
change this (new policy), it may
be done."
Flanders said most resident

Even with the addition of new parking lots·for commuters,
many students are receiving tickets for illegal parking.
'Dennis Giguere photo)
·

•
ID

on Battered Women, the Seacoast Task Force on Family Violence and the Concord Task
Force on Battered Women called
yesterday's press conference to
respond to the reports. About 30
women and a f~w men gathered
at the state house to reject the
attitude of the Commission on the
Status of Women.
Drown, also a member of the
Coalition on Battered Women,
said the commission had created
"a controversy where it was unnecessary.
"We ought to, as a commission,
provide a study of feminism,"
she said. "We ought to verify
the statement" that feminism irritates men into beating their
wives "to the satisfaction of
everyone. We have a very deep
concern with helping the family.''

Parking, page 28

heatings

Rather, Drown said, it is "certain trends feminism seems to encourage" that lead a wifebeating. She referred several
timE'~ to a study which, among
other things, claimed homosexuality and reduced church attendence help cause wife-beating.
According to Drown, feminist
theorists "view the family as negative." She said they make antimarriage statements and asked,
"How is that harmonious to the
family? ' '
UNH Sociology Professor Murray Strauss denied that feminism
is a cause for wife-beating . "It's
easy and you can get away with
it," he said. "So many women
have no alternative. Men find the
family is theirs to run and can
use violence to control it.''

Drown said many women leave
After the conference. Drown husbands who beat them, but ofmaintained that feminism "ag- ten return. Strauss and members
gravates" assaults on wives, but, of the coalition said this was due
"when we say 'feminism,' we're to a lack of alternatives. They renot implying that because a wo- commended programs to help
man is a feminist her husband
Battered Women, page 20
should be a~le to beat her up."

'-'umm1ssioner Fran Drown drew a crowd ourmg Jc~1.c1 day's press conference for the New Hampshire Commission on the Status of Women. (Kate McClare photo)
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Peace and harmony...
at a student d~count
\

Julian Miller conducts talk in the finer aspects of Transcendental Meditation. (Dennis
Giguere photo) ·

I HAO CANCER
AND
I LIVED.

Marvella Bayh
American

f

Cancer Society.* .

Julian Miller

By Mike Kelly
T.M. is back. Although not for
the first time, and probably not
for the last, the earnest recruiters for Transcendental Meditation are back at UNH, offering
inner peace and harmony for the
special student price of $85.
For that price, according to th e
organizers of the program, you
can achieve tranquility, increase
your effectivity, improve your
athletic abilities, lower the rate
of your heart beat, help reduce
the crime rate in Durham and
encourage world peace.
This may sound a bit like the
fast-talking promises of a flimflam man, but Julian Miller, the
New England Seacoast instructer, promises that it's all on the
level.
Transcendental
Meditation,
says Miller, produces inner harmony by reducing the meditator's brain waves to a state of
ultimate relaxation. This, he explains, is the state of pure consciousness, in which the heart
beat slows, the factic acid level
in the bloodstream drops, and the
cares and worries of life float
off to Never-Never Land.
According to Miller, 20 minutes
of T.M., practiced twice a day,
leaves the meditator refreshed,
alert and at peace with himself
and others.
Miller spoke to a group of l4
people in Hamilton Smith Hall
Wednesday night. The emphasis
of his talk was on a number of
scientific studies that have
been conducted in recent years.
Miller said the studies prove
that "T .M. brings about a slowdown in metabolism and a reduction in the level of lactic acid
that does not occur to such a
degree in any other form of sleep
or relaxation."
''The reason a person begins
T. M.," said Miller, "is that the

world is as we are. If we are
tired, tense, or bored, then life
is not so enjoyable. But, if we
have a really good night's sleep,
everything seems beautiful. The
entire world depends on our perception of it."
t .M~, he added, produce$
something that "is deeper, in a
sense, than sleep.''
The effects of Transcendental
Meditation are not, Miller said,
limited to the individual. Vagu.ely
citing a number of studies, he asserted that recent reports showed
the crime rate in America had
decreased during the last several
years.
. Although he hesitated to lin~
the reduction in crime to T.M.
for a certainty, he said "a number of reports" showed that in
citied where one per cent or more
of th e population practiced T.M.,
th e crime rate dropped by at
least nine per cent.
•
' According to Miller, the reason
for this drop was the the one per
cent who meditated influenced
· the rest o{ the city. "Those people
around them who might commit
crimos:, would not do so, " ho_said.

Following this line of reasoning,
Miller said it was obvious that,
given enough meditators, . a
feeling of harmonious goodwill
would envelop the world. The resuit: world peace.
Miller also showed a brief film,
entitled "Excellence in Action."
The point of the film was that
T.M. improved the synchronization between the two parts of the
brain that control motor reflexes
, and thought. This improved brain
wave communication is said to
enhance people's athletic abilities. The film featured a numher of testimonials from improved athletes.
Miller said he plans future lectures at UNH.
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You won't regret it.
WUNH 91.3 Stereo-The Alternative
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Quad
Quad,
continued from page 2
furniture had been supplied by
the REID Corp., particularly impressed the committee, according to Shea.
The committee drew up a set
of general guidelines, but left
specifics up to REID. Although
tne · ·gm ct elm es are no longer
available, Bianco said the system
provided had to feature "durability, flexibility, and originality of
design'' at a minimum cost.
- The REID. Corp. exhibited a

sample of the system they developed in each of the dorms,
demonstrated the possible arrangements and accepted sugges1ions and criticisms from
dorm residents before a final
decision was made.
The new furniture began arriving Aug. 15, and, according to
Bianco, is still arriving. There
are two basic designs which differ only slightly. The "yellow and
orange" type consists of two
large pegboards, between which
a bed is suspended.
Also attached to the pegboard
are shelves, a wardrobe hanger,
a metal basket for shoes, and
orange plastic drawers inserted
under the shelves.

The "blue and brown" style differs only in that the beds do not
have to be suspended from the
pegboards.
Bianco said he is ''quite
pleased" with the new furniture,
not only because of its versatility, but also because of the surprisingly low cost of the basic
pieces. The low costs enabled the
University to purchase the extra
items such as the lamps and
chairs.
There are no immediate plans
for renovations in other dorms in
Areas I and II, although Bianco
stated that results from a questionnaire to be issued in the lower
Quad next semester will determine any plans for the future.

ca~pus calendar
FRIDA V, September 16
BOOKSTORE RESUMES REGULAR SCHEDULE: Hewitt
Hall, 8 a.m.-4:20 p.m.
LAST DAY TO DROP OR AUDIT COURSES WITHOUT
$10LATEFEE
MUB PUB: Eastwood Peak, Rock & Roll, 8 p.m.

SA TU RDA V, September 17
MEN'S TENNIS: Maine, Field House courts, 9 a.m.
MUB PUB: Eastwood Peak, Rock & Roll, 8 p.m.

SUN DAV, September 18

·

PROJECTIONS: TOUCH OF EVIL, a classic mystery.
Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission$. 75 or MUSO Film Society season pass.

Introducing a new concept:
HearCutting
At Great Ex, you never get a
haircut imposed on you. Our
ha ircutters are craftsmen and
craftswomen . . . not artistes. So
they won't use your head Ii ke a
canvas to interpret the meaning
of life. ·
Our haircutters are trainedto listen to you. We want to hear how

you'd like yo ur hair to look. A
haircut should make_the guy or
ga I who's wearing ~t · happy.,,
That's why Great Ex is 'the onl.-y.. .
place where you don't r.e-ea a
sharp lawyer to get a fair tfearing.
It's also the only place where
guys and gals always get a great
haircut without an appointment.

Newington Mall
andthe
Fabulous New Mall
of New Hampshire

MUSO CONCERT: THE NEW COMMANDER CODY
BAND. Granite State Room, Memorial Union. Two shows:
7 and 10 p.rn. Student tick~ts $4 in advance. One ticket
per UNH ID. Others and at the door$5.
MlJB PUB: Big Daddy John Hobbs, D.J. (oldies), 8 p.m.

MONDAV, September 19
MUB PUB: Linda Rothenheber, Folk singer, 8 p. m.

TUESDAV, Septembe.r 20
HUMANITIES LECTURE: HOMER AND THE EPIC R
Alberto Casas, 1'\MLL. Richards Auditorium, Murkland
Hall)l a".m.-12:30 p.rn.
MUB PUB: Talent Night, Freshman Camp talent, 8-11:30
p.m.

TIii•: \!<:\\ IL\\lP~IIIHE 1~ puhhsht•d ;111d tf1,1nh111t·tf ,-1•1111 1\!'l'Kh 1tirou~ho11i tll, ·
" ;1cad1·mi<' yt•a.r. llur ollllTS ;1n· lo<·alt"d 1111111' Mt•11111nal 1·1111111 l\111tdi11i.: . J1.irha111 ·, Ii
(l:\H:!~ l'hont> !Ii:! 11~4 ur ll!i2 M~IO Yt•arl\ suhsniJllm11 $!I 1111 St•cond da,~ pu~I;,,:, · p;rtd

al llurham . -.; II
Plaisto1A.. :-,; H

Tol,tl 11111nlw1 ol ,·o(m•s prinl,·d 111. :,IMI. ;11 ( ·;1~11,·

l'11l,lw.1t :1111,

-----

Putting
this
face_
in your future.
4P

Circa1840

The Isaac Dow House
_Quality Steaks, Seafood & Prime Rib
Lunch and Dinner Se~ved Daily
Salad Bar
Tavern Open Until Legal Closing
Master Charge American Express

Old Dover Rd., ~ewington, N.H.
Tel. 1·603·436·0699

Your Fidelitl Union Field Associate can
help plan your financial future with
CollegeMaster. Coll~geMaster is the nation's
leader in life insurance for college seniors.
Find out about College Master.
Call the Fidelit) Union College\1astcr
Field Associatr in )·our arl'a:

H

Barbara Marczak
868-5500

r-----~--~~-----------""'-:c________________________
n ot1ces
- ·_ r
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GENERAL

FORMER GIRL SCOUTS: College women who are interested in working with local scout troops as co-leaders
or project helpers. and who would like to become active
one afternoon a week with girls between the ages of 8
and 15. are invited to call Mrs. Urban at 868-2410.
STUDENT LA WYERS: The Office of Barrett and McNeill Professional Association , Attorneys At La~ will
once again act as student lawyers for the 1977-78
academic year. Student days are Monday mornings , all
day Tuesday , and all day Thursday. By appointment
only . except in emergency situations .
UNH TRANSIT KARI-VAN : Effective September 19,
the Kari-Van Service will add a 2:30 run to the Dover A
schedule. Effective immediately, the Kari-Van Service
will offer a Dover A & B combined at 6:05 a.m . run.
Please delete the last column on the Dover A schedule.
The last run leaving campus is al 11:05 p.m . For more
information. call 862-2328.
COFFEEHOUSE: Come meet old friends and make
new ones. Local talent welcome to perform . Refreshments will be served. Friday, September 16, Catholic
Studont Con tor

<

·t
- i

ACADEMIC

MATH DEPARTMENT: Needs your old Calculus books.
"Calculus and Analytic Geometry," second edition,
written by Stein, published by McGraw-Hill. Call
La Vaughn Knight, Monday-Friday, 8-12 p.m. and 1-4:30
p.m .. 862-2321 or862-2320.

no><t to St . Thoma o !\fore Churc h ) O

11

p.m.
UNH FOOD CO-OP: Will begin operation on Monday,
September 19. Both ordering and pick-up will be on
Mondays from 4-6 p.m . in the MUB . In exchange for
your $5 per year . $3 per semester dues fee and 3 hours
per month work commitment, you'll get fruit , vegies,
etc. at phenomenal savings. Non-working memberships
available also! Come ~in t~ _sooperative spirit!
_CABOODLE CORRECTION: The telephone number for
the Personnel Office was incorrectly recorded in the
Caboodle. The correct number is 2-2270. The Office of
Student Activities regrets any inconvenience this error
may have caused you.
UNH SYMPHONY: Now holding auditions for String
Players . The Symphony will meet for rehearsals
Tuesday and Thursday from 4-5:30 p.m., starting September 20 at Paul Creative Arts Center. First performance scheduled for Sunday, November 6. Contact
Professor Alan Grishman, Conductor. at 862-2404.
DANCE THEATER: Auditions have been changed from
Wednesday, September' 21 at 6 p.m. to Wednesday, September 28 at 6 p.m. (Ballet, modern, jazz; open to men
and women with experience: performance dates are
March 22-28, 1978 l. For further information contact Jean
Brown or Jean Mattox, 862-~291.
PRE-SERVICE TRAINING: Second session of preservice training for students interested in working with·
people on probation. Mon~y, September 19, Room 320,
Memorial Union, 7:l5p.m.
HORA DE VINO: Celebra el comienzo de un semestre
nuevo. Ven a la hora de vino, este viernes, el 16 de septiembre, 4-6, en el mini dormitorio de lenguas extranjeras. Gratis! Salud!
CONTRACEPTIVE LECTURES: Sponsored by Hood
House. Dr. Gratton Stevenson presents medical information on contraceptive methods and answers
questions. Every Monday afternoon, Room 142,
Hamilton-Smith Hall, at 4:15 p.m. Open to all students.
RAP GROUP ON SEXUALITY: Sponsored by Human
Sexuality Center, Hood House. Students interested in
discussing items such as male/ female relations, communication and sexuality, etc . should sign up with Anne
Dubois . Day /date of meetings to be arranged.

t-

GRANTS FOR GRADUATE STUDY ABROAD: 1978-79
Competition for grants for Graduate Study will close October 15. Applications for Fulbright-Hayes, Rhodes,
Marshall, and Rotary scholarships available in the Dean
of Students Office, Huddleston Hall. Hurry!
FREE INTRODUCTORY COMPUTER COURSE: Onehour sessions to introduce new students and faculty to
the use of the University's computer. Please preregister
with , and obtain a computer number <PPN) from the
Computer Services secretary in Kingsbury M111 (8622323) .Course meets from 4:30-6 p.m ., Monday, September 19 and Wednesday, September 21 , Kingsbury Hall ,
Rooms 135 and 136, respectively .
FREE COMPUTER COURSE: An introductory level
course to introduce the new user to a " text editor," (a
progra,rn that enables one to enter programs and data
into the computer. ) Registration procedures outlined
above. Course meets Tuesday, September 20, from 2-4
p.m. Dimond Library, Floor B, Room 13.

I
I
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ANSWERS
TO
COLLEGIATE
CROSSWORD
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L-----------------------------~

The Book·Loft

. CAREER
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: Learn job-getting
techniques at Career Planning and Placement, 203 Huddleston. Monday , September 19, at6:30p.m.
CAREER PLANNING

DROP IN ,

lnforina1 :,c:,:,ion.:,

where underclassmen and· graduating students can
share postgraduation concerns. Career Planning and
Placement, 203 Huddleston, Tuesday, September 20, at
6:30 p.m.

the upstairs of lovvn & cdn1pu~

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

J. R. R. Tolkien

TESSERACT SCIENCE FICTION SOCIETY: Meeting,
Tuesday , September 20, Hanover Room , Memorial
Union, at 8:30 p.m . All those interested in Science Fiction are welcome to attend.
STUDENTS FOR RECYCLING : Organizational
meeting, Monday, September 19, Hanover Room ,
Memorial Union, at 7:30 p.m. Everyone welcome.
ALPHA ZETA: Officers' meeting Tuesday, September
20, Richardson House, Mini-Dorm No. 5, Upstairs
Lounge, at 7 p.m . For more information, call Lori at 8689608.

UNH WOMEN'S CENTER: Organizational meeting
Monday, September 19, Women 's Center J(behind
W.H.E . building at the Kari-Van parking lot), at 5:30
p.m. We have a new budget and office (136 MUB) and
will be planning our fall programs. Everyone welcome.
PSI CHI/PSYCHOLOGY CLUB: Organizational
meeting Tuesday, September 20, Senate Room
Memorial Union, at 6:30 p.m. Everyone interested in
Psychology is welcome to attend.
ALPHA EPSILON DELTA: Pre-Medical Honor Society
meeting, Tuesday, September 20, Room LlOl, Iddles
Auditorium, at 7 p.m. Al! members must attend to
discuss the September/October calendars.
DURHAM CHAPTER, AMERICAN NATIONAL RED
CROSS: Annual meeting will be held Monday, Septemt>er 19, Activities Room (in brick building) behind
Durham Community Chul"ch. Each member who contributed one dollar or more to the 1977 Enrollment Campaign is eligible to attend. Refreshments, .. . music, awards and elections. For more information call 868-9692.

64 main street, durham, 868-9661
monday - saturday 9-6, sunday 11-5

Sign up for

CLUB SPORTS
SAILING CLUB: Meeting Monday, September 19, Grafton Room. Memorial Union, at 7:30p.m.
WEIGHTLIFTING: Meeting, Tuesday, September 20,
Senate-Merrimack Room, Memorial Union, at 8 p.m.
JUDO: Meeting, Tuesday , September 20, Wrestling
Room, Field House, at 7:30 p.m.
TABLE TENNIS: Meeting, Tuesday , September 20,
Belknap Room, Memorial Union, at 7 p.m.

CRAFT CLASSES
at

THE OUTBACK
Bookbags - Day Packs
•.14 models to choose from

Madbury Road

Durham, New Hampshire

Rev. Joseph E. Desmond
Rev. Leon P. Gaulin
Parish Priests and Chaplains to the University
868-2666

862-1310

MASS SCHEDULE
Saturday
Sunday

5:00p.m.
9:00a.m. & 11:00a.~. & 5:00 p.m.

Monday through Friday
Wednesday evenings

12:10 noon
9:30 p.m.

• large selection of colors
• priced from 7.95 to 19.50
We have 3 NE -W models! !
•Chuck Roast - all time favorite
•Kelty Sandpiper - only 9.95
•North Face Poquito - in canvas
/''

-~,nJI.J

,v//Jlitl'llt55

:, "• _. -_ ~,.__ ·t, r~
·&
:·,..,··· ·- ··. ·a
' · . ., .

. , ., ,~a,
Pettee Brook Lane
Durham, New Hampshire
868-5584
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Here it is, not even through
with the second week of
· classes, and the Dimond Library is crowded every
night. For some, it's just a
matter of getting used to
the books again. But for
others, there are more
pressing problems of
quizzes, exams and term
papers--already.
(Dennis•
Giguere photos)
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\VhytotnorrowS professionals
choose Hewlett-Packard's first fatnily
of advanced calculators today.
They're proven performers. In space. On Everest. In the
labs of Nobel laureates. Since we built the first, back in
1972, our advanced calculators have been tested by millions worldwide, and they've passed.
They have staying power. Today's classroom problems quickly grow into tomorrow's on-the-job problems.
HP calculators are designed and built to handle both.
They're investments in a future that happens fast.
They're straightforward. "Advanced" doesn't mean
" comp1ICate
·
d". I tme3ns " uncomp 11cate
·
d". HP c:;:i Icu 1ators~re,
above all, straightforward.
They're easy to use. HP calculators not only grow
with you; they grow on you. They feel natural, comfortable,
because we designed them to work like.you think.
They're efficient. HP calculators take the direct
approach. All feature RPN, a time-saving, parenthesis-free
logic system. All programmables feature a memory-saving
keycode merging capability.
They're personal. Professionals design their own ways
to solve their particular . problems, and they expect their
calculators to be versatile enough to accommodate them.
Ours are.
·
There's, a variety. To say we ciffer a full line is an
understatement. We offer a choice. That's why we publish
a unique "Selection Guide" that spells out the capabilities
of each. Your HP dealer has your free copy.
(800) 648-4711. The number to call for more information and your HP dealer's name and address ( unless you 're
in Nev~da, in which case you can call 323-2704).

HP-21 Scientific.
$80.00*

HP-22 Business Management.
$125.00''

Pnforms all standarJ math and trig
..:.1lculat1,111s, thl' latter in radians cir
,ll'grt't'S. l'l'rform\ rect;mgula r/pnlar cnn\'l'r,i,,n, llisrlays 111 iixeJ decimal
c,r sc1cnt1fic nl'tation. Our lo\n'St rriced
scientii1..:.

~

Its 9·8-step program memory and

]6 of its 30 storage registers stay "on"
en~n \\'hen the calculator is "off.' su you
can store programs and data fcir as long
as you wish. Continuous Memory plus
fully merged keycodes bring typi-

HP-25
Scientific Programmable.
$125,00*

cal program memory capacity to 17 5
keystrokes and beyond. lnsert/Jdete
eJiting. Conditional and unconditional
branching. Three le\'els of suhroutines.
10 decision tests. Exceptional \USatility
at an exceptional price.

HP-27
Financial/Statistical/Scientific.
$175.00'~
Contains the most prepwgrarnmed
scientific functions we've ever offered.
plus comprl'hens1ve statistical anJ financial functions . Lets vou forecast, allocate
resources , analy:c C;)sts-quickly.

HP-67 Fully Programmable.
$450.00*
The most powerful pncket calculator we've ever built. 224-stcp program
memory. 26 stc~rage ,registers. "Smart"
carJ reader record~ con ten ts of both.
Fully merged keycodes increase typical
program memory capacity up tr, 450 keystrokes and beyond. Superit,r editing capability.

HEWLETT,

!"-ll!..:l.'.t"•l\'d rt·1,11I rri(l'. t",dudinl;. ,1r1'lh::thll.·
1.'1Hllll'IH,1I

L), . . rl,t)

$195.00·';

A l\l'\\' kind pf management tool.
Cnmhinl's financial. statistical anLl
Solves rep,'titive prohlcms automathematical .:-apahilitie~. Enahlcs husi- matically. Enter your formula o nce;
nt·ss stu,knts tP forecast fas tn. more eas- thcn:afrer only variahles. Requires no
ily :111,l with grt':ltt'r certainty.
software, no "computer" language . Our
lcl\\'cst priced rrogrammahlc. We also cificr an HP-25 with Ctmtinuous Memory,
the HP-25C. f,,r $16().()(1:'' It retains programs and data even when turned "o ff'

616! 51

t

HP-29C. Our NEW
Programmable with
Continuous Memory.

')

.Hl.:

l · S .-\.l.1,J.. .1 and H.1,,.111
ph\,.1{\_1gr,11"'hl·d ,q. . ,1r,1tclr

ti'

,t.111..'

anJ

ll1l·,d

t,nn- -

:,imul.ni: lfl"'h.,t! ill"'l""l',ll ,IIKC-

See Hewlett-Packard agent
at The U.N.H. Bookstore,
Hewitt Hall. 862-2141

PACKARD
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Women will discuss their roles

Journalists plan media panel
By Nancy Rigazio
Well-known female journalists,
including CBS commentator
Shana Alexander will participate
in a symposium on women in
the media at UNH scheduled for
Oct. 4-6.
The President's Commission on
Women, the UNH Residence
Office and the Saul 0. Sidore Lecture Series are sponsoring the
symposium entitled ''Media
Images: Focus on Women." It is
the first symposium of its kind in
New England, according to
Frances S~hmidt, coordinator of
the symposium.
"The program will concentrate
on the impact af the way women
think of themselves because of
the media," said Schmidt. "It
consists of panel discussions,
films and a slide presentation." .
Shana Alexander is scheduled
to deliver the opening speech in

the Strafford Room of the MUB
on Oct. 4 at 8 p.m. The subject
is women's portrayal in the
media and how it can be improved.
Panels on journalism, television broadcasting, radio broadcasting, film-making and advert1s11~_g will be i open to the public
in the MUB on Oct. 5 and 6.
WENH-TV broadcaster Paula
Korn will moderate the television
panel on Oct. 5, in the Senate
Merrimack Room of the MUB.
Panelists include WCVB-TV
broadcaster Natalie Jacoben,
WBZ-TV theater critic Mary
Stewart, WENH-TV Crew Chief
Sandra Fryou, and WBZ-TV
Women '77 Producer Lisa Taylor.
"As moderator, I want to get
each individual on the panel to
express their gut feelings about
the business," said Korn.
"Having broadcasters and a producer on the same panel will
show two faces of the same coin.
The problems, experiences and
pc>opk~ the producer faces ~re

different from those the broadcaster faces."
Korn added that the panel will
discuss the mechanics of broadcasting, management aspects
and panelists' individual experiences in the business.
"If we define a lot of problems,
I hope we'll define a lot of solutions, too," she said.
Other panels will feature journalists such as free-lance poet
and writer Karen Lindsay, Bos·ton Globe dance critic Laura
Shapiro and WHDH-Radio broadcaster Ann Marie Rowan. Professional advertisers , film makers,
UNH professors and staff will
also participate.
Symposium panelists Shapiro,
Lindsay and media consultant
Jean Kilbourne will stay over-

Frances Schmidt ... library
,
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COMPETITOR'S
CORNER
,.
PINBALL SYMPOSIUM

1
\ _____________r
I

A series of short lectures on
such techniques as:

"L

Linda Osgood ... library
night in Huddleston Hall. They
plan to hold discussions in residence hall lounges the evenings
they stay. The Residence Office
will release furthei; information
on the discussions when the plans
are completed.
The two films showing on the
evenings of the symposium are
"Antonia" and "Harlan County,
U.S.A."
A women's art show will run
concurrently with the symposium
at the New England Center of
Continuing Education. It will include weaving, jewelry, sculpture and paintings by New Hampshire women artists.
"We are
hoping,"
said
Schmidt, "that the by-product
of the symposium will be the
formation of a consumer lobby
group to influence the accurate
portrayal of people in the
media.

,,

·•

THE CLASS* GLASS

~

·"

.

1. THE BARETTA
2. THE LEG KICK
3. THE PERSUADER
4. SPECIAL STRATEGY
5. THE MOTOR SHAKE
PLACE: COMPETITOR'S CORNER
UNDER THE TIN PALACE
TIME: MONDA VS AND WEDNESDA VS

2:00-4:00 P.M.
FEE: $2.00 PER SESSION
LECTURERS: PAUL NfCOLOFF
MARK KNEELAND
PAT GRAY
PAUL NICOLOFF: Paul received his MPS (master
pinball science! at UNH in 1974 and has since
gone 011 to invent many techniques in pinball
wlzich can' be read in his forthcoming publication BREAKING THE 5-BALL BARRIER (cambridge press). He is widely respected and is
currently perfecting the "lirJoleum slide. "

--

MARK KNEELAND: Mark typifies the "rags to
riches " pinball plJJyer. He 1.vas little · known
when he came to Durham in 1974 but since
then has created a style all his own. He also
received the most improved player award for
1976. He is currently pursuing an independent
study in Competitor's Corner. -

This 16 ounce drinking glass,
handsomely embossed with the
University of New Hampshire Seal,
is available at the
Durham Burger King.

PAT GRAY: Some of you may know Rat from
reading his recent bestseller PICK-UPS AND PINBALL in which he devulges many of his reasons

While supplie? last, order a
Whopper® , French fry, and a
regular size iced drink .
and keep the glass.
•available to the
Classes of' '78, '79, '80 and '81.

Bawit,

urrtiRCER
ING
f)

•

.•. ·-· .•. · -· ·- · .• ..• . ·, ; ...

-~-

~

.'I'.

for success in the sport. Although not innovative, he has perfected the classical pinball style
(CPS) to a degree hitherto unknown. A solid,
steady player, Pat has finished 3rd and 2nd in
national competition.

COMPETITOR'S CORNER
UNDERTHETIN PALACE
ef;,

DURHAM. 7 DAYS A WEEK NOON-11 P.M.
PGA PAT GRAY ASSOCIATES
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· By Steven Ericson
Two of UNH's seven mini
dorms are housing new special
interest groups this fall, and
some novel programming has
~ planned for the~~ year.
The philosophy mini dorm, for- ,
merly• housing the Outdoors
people, has planned a lecture
series, a philosophy film series
that may be offered for independent study credit to members of
that dorm, and various workshops and discussion groups
based on philosophy, religion and
values.
The academic mini dorm,
which has replaced the quiet mini
dorm, is also working on a lecture
series, a small reference library

and a history course offered to ·weeks, a community development
members of all seven mini dorms specialist at UNH, and Assistant
to be taught in their lounge.
Director of Admissions Don
This semester, the history Arnoudse.
course will focus on witchcraft in
Using stricter evaluation criSalem, Mass., and it will be teria than had been previously
taught by a history graduate stu- used, the committee decided that
dent. During the spring semester, both the Outdoor and Quiet mini
the course will examine the de- dorms were unacceptable with
cision to drop the atomic bomb on regard to the central ideas of
Japan at the close of World War II.
special interest housing.
Some of the standards used to
Both courses will be worth two
college credits and are open to all evaluate the dorms included demini dorm students.
mands that:
Last year, a Special Interest
--the theme of the residence
Housing Committee was organ- hall be topical, with programized to evaluate the special in- ming relative to the dorm's
terest mini dorms. It was com- theme to be planned for the
posed of eight mini dorm students, . members of that dorm; and.
Associate Professor Silas B. Mint-Dorms, page 18

FRI. & SAT.
,
Sept. 16 & 17
at 7:30 Dustin Hoffman
"L-E-N-N-Y"
AT 9:30 Marion Brando
"LAST TANGO I P RIS"
SUN .-MON . & TUE .
SEPT. 18-19-20
AT7:15&9 :15
ACADEMY AWARD WINNER
"BEST FOREIGN FILM OF THE YEAR"
"COUSIN COUSINE"
SEPT. 21 &22

WED. & THURS.
at 7:00 & 9: 15
OF

"VOYAGE

THE

DAMNED"

Ouistopher Fraiser takes a break from studying to enjoy a little leisure time activity.
(Dennis ·Giguere photo)

MUB PUB

Sigma Beta
Fraternity

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
VANCIES

Announces

..

OPEN RUSH
Monday, Sept. 19
- 8:00 P.M.
26_Madbury Rd.

ALL MEN
WELCOME

-

Two
Students and One Faculty/Staff
.....,_ - - - - -- - - - - - _.._ - ·- - - - - - -- - --If you are interested· in the MUB PUB CLUB and
are willing to contribute 2-3 hours per month to
its activities, please consider-applying ·for one
of these positions.
- ·. ·•---------- ---------- ---- -·-------. - ----·
Duties and responsibilities of the Directors
include:
1. Governing and operation of the Pub Club
2. Establishing proces and/or fees and financial rules and procedures - ·
3. Establishing guest policies
4. Providing quality entertainment in conjunction with the Pub Programming Committ~e
5. Establishing the Pub operating budget
6. Evqluating Pu? ~perations
..._

'

Submit a written application including name,
address, phone number, and a brief statement
of inter~_st in being a membe~ of the PUB Board,
·
to:
~tephanie Berg
Administrative Office, Room 322

__
1

6PPLICATION DEADLINE: FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 23 __
Interviews of candidates and final selection will
be made by September 30.

-
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WHICH BILL · IS YOURS?
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHI~~
·

··

.

UN_IVER8!!i~.~E!H~u

.,·

HOOD HOUSE CHARGE SLIP

•
~

DURHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03124

- N~. HH I ·1221&1~

.
DATE

soc1AL sEcuRtTY No.

9d;;z, /77

..

IJy·klz lil~G-tlol

'!!~HI~~

HOOD HOUSE CHARGE SLIP

•
A~. ~ - HHI ·12216-160

.

_____
soc-tAL-sec_uR,_TYN_o
.

DATE

?f!mz

Grl~lililikR b\

A ; S'ru DEIVT

MEDICATION

LABORATORY

d /.

0 f-/.j-

LABORATORY ~ /

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 1 9 2 0 1 - - - - ~ -

R1·v

21 22 23 24 25 26 21@ 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37
38 39 40 41

i---=~

IN PATIENT

+/,.S-

/~00

21 22 23 24 j5 26
38 39 40 41

21@:pg
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CARE

CARE

55275

R1·v

6J

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

ilLLING COPY

TOTAL

PREPAID HEALTH FEE STUDENT

55276

&ILi.iNG COPY 1

TOT AL

/?-J.s· 00

FEE FOR SERVICE STUDENT

WHY IT MAKES SENSE TO PAY
THE HEALTH F EE ...
If you pay the $10 Student Health Fee and _go to Hood
House for treatment, there is no charge for services.
If you DO NOT pay the $10 Student Health Fee and go
to Hood Ho~se for treatment, you will receive a bill

similar to the one above -labeled ''Fee for service''
and will be expected to pay for complete charges.
Most insurance policies pay only a portion of these
·
!charges.
Doesn't it make sense to pay the $10 Student Health Fee?
Pay now· -- deadline for health fee and student health
insurance is September 21 -- or pay a lot more later.
All payments may be made at Hood House.
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:MEN'S & WOMEN'S ALL LEATHER

BOOTS
ALL LEATHER
UPPERS, LININGS
HEELS AND SOLES.
GOODYEAR WELT
CONSTRUCTION.

We can't
mention the
famous
brand names!

SOLD NATIONALLY AT $65 to $85

OUR

PRICE

wm's $39.99 to $42.99
men's 39.99 to $48.99

children's & boys Reg. $19 to $30
our price $12.99 to $17 .99

,sf·
~
RED

. WHY I'.F :VIORE?

!,iO\)~

'

.

SHOE BARN

_35 BROADWAY, DOVER
OPEN M0N-FRI 9:30-9
So{ 9-5:30

-------class a d s - - - - - - For Sale: Ladies' leather _jacket. Small
Light Brown, Excellent condition-looks new.
Asking $50. Call 862-1607 or 868-9882 and
ask for Lisa. Rm. 11. 9/30

for sale
Attn. Students! Furnishing your new apartment or looking for a chair. desk lamp or
something to spruce up your dorm room or
house. Corne see our large selection. It you
know the comforts of waterbeds and your
landlord will permit waterbeds . Waterbeds
·n Furniture, 163 Islington. Portsmouth,
436-1286 Mon.-Sat., 10-6, down past Robbins
Auto. 9/20

For Sale: 1970 Chevy Impala Recently inspected-needs flywheel. $125 firm contact Greg at 659-5412, Highland House. 9/20

For Sale: ADC 450A Two-speaker bookshelf system with a high compliance 12"
woofer and a super dome tweeter. Top of the
line in oiled walnut cabinet. Still under original warranty Were originally $165.00
each asking $170.00 for two. Call ,Michael
4'.31-7691. 9/ 16
For Sale: HotplaU!~~s. small speakers.
See Jeff. 82 Pleasant St. :-Jo 1, Portsmouth
or call 4:l6-7'.l50 and leave a message. 9/16
1' or ::iale Uvwi, ~.rn:!t:;p,i, 6 !Jag. EM::. 0d,agv
Large -$85.00 or Best offer. Call 868-9739
or sfop by Rm. 239 S. Congreve 9/27

Due to the rising cost of an education I must
sacrifice my 1970 441 BSA Victor Special.
0
10
~i~~n$ t3~i n~~ b3:s\s ~7~~i-neca~rn~fnc ~t
659-2002. 9/20
1974 Fiat 124 TC Wag~good mechanical
condition, verv clean inside ,1nd out, AM-FM
luggage rack:semperit Snows. Asking $1900.
Call 436-3963 after 5p.m. 9/20
. MOTORCYC'LE 1975 Norton Commando.
850cc. Disc Brakes, electric start. a little
over 4000 mi, take it home for $1895 call
868-2070. 9/20
Four PosferAntiques 68 Fourth St. Dover
7'12-8104 Antiques, coilectables, used furniture, beds bureaus, bookcases etc. Open
most days by chance or by appt. 9/30

For Sale : Male and Female Pure Siamese · 1966 VOLVO 122S 2 dr. sedan. Looks, runs
Kittens, 4 months old and adorable! $15.00
and rides well. Mai:iy new parts. New paint
Call 436-5203 after 5:00 p.rn. 9/20
·anct verv little rust. 2 nearly 11ew M1cne1m
snow tires. $675.00 will talk. Call Matthew:
5 cu. fl. Refrigerator. Excellent condition
742-3876 or 772-4550 9/ 16
1 yr. old. Call Arny at 868-5327. 9/20
For Sale: Dbl. size mattress, firm support
2 yrs. old, very fine condition. $35.00 call
For Sale: Honda 400 Four Super Sport.
Vicki, 742-7695 9/23
3500 miles. Excellent Cond. Asking $900 or
B.O. Call Darius 868-9896 or 2-1142 . Rm. 710.
240-Z for sale. 1971, excellent runDATSUN
9/27
ning condition, clean interior. radial tires,
brown-newly
painted. Must sell. CAROLE
For Sale: 1969 Cornet, 6cyl. Standard,
749-974010/4
U-Joints, Ball Joints, Shocks, Muffler,
Brakes all new in '76. Inspected June 77.
70 GT Opef good condition B.O over $600
$450 Call 868-2725 9/23
926-4457 9/16
For Sale: Brass B-i>rl.---.nc:-o-,1"bl-P--cf-r:i_m_P_n_n~lv
$125 Apartment size Washer and Dryer both 1964 MGB Can be rebuilt by Enthusiast or
run on 110 current. $150. 868-2174 before 9 a .m.
used for spare parts $265 Call 436-8034 9/16
or evenings 9/27 .
All Maple, hidden-center-leaf dining room
Buying stereo components? Try to deal with
table. $50. 742-0124 9/20
someone in Durham with low prices and systems to demonstrate. Like us. Durham AudBntannica
Three EncvclonPrl!". 'J'J.,n r,~finiio Box 469, Durham. 868-5631 6:30-8:00 p.m.
ti ve Encyclqpedia. Good coi:i.<!1.t\~1:. $~~~-. The
original price was over $700.UO. 207-683-2885.
Box Horse Stalls for rent. Durham location
or write Chris Kushner, Box 175, Harmony.
with pasture and trails very reasonable
Maine 04942 I'll deljyer 10/4
ca)l 86B·a3!>Z evenings 9/30

For Sale: 69 Plymouth Valiant. Six cylinder, 69,000 original miles, new Battery,
Stanter motor, carb. tie rods and shocks.
Minor rust. Asking $700. Buying new car.
Call 742-2497 9/23
RAQUET STRINGiNG and GRIPS:Tennis,
Raquetball, and Squash raquets. $2 .00-$3.00
off on Tournament 'Nylon_; Forest Hills, Blue
Star, Head Nylon. Raiseu and Smooth Grips
Ken Brewer Lord 210 2-1634 10/4
1975 Kawasaki OHC 400 Excellent condition
added sissy bar and luggage rack. $795
firm stop oy ATO or call Torn Lauder at
862-13029/27
For Sale: 1971 Toyota Corolla, 32 mpg ,
60,000 miles,' gd cond1t10n. Asking $1075
Call 868-9738 or 964-5091 Leave message
please. Ask for Lynn. 9/23
1974 MGB. 4 new radials. 2 new batteries.
AM-FM radio . Maroon exterior. 33.000miles.
Excellent Condition Asking $3500. Call 9342448 after 5:30 wkdays. Anytime wkends.
9/2:l

"HAVE YOU SEEN THE GLOBE TODAY?''
You can have

ffiht Jo~ton <!9Iobt

Delivered to your door daily in your dorm or Apartment Building
at these special student rates

$1.00

A WEEK FOR THE
MORNING & SUNDAY
COMBINATION

A WEEK FOR THE

MORNING ONLY

404

A WEEK FOR THE

SUNDAY ONLY

CONTACT
IF YOU LIVE IN:
868-9850
203 Hunter
Bill Finsthwait
Gibbs or Hunter
868-9827 230 Engelhardt
Mark Berman
Engelhar_dt
868-9922
Peter Foley ·
406 Williamson
Williamson
868-9804
115 Congreve
Gary Crossan
Congreve
25 Young Drive
Mar~ Favalord
Young Drive and Vicinity
868-9922
406 Williamson
Scott Eurard
Christensen
868-9835
4 Hetzel
Charles Moreno
Stoke, Fairchild, Hetzel
Alexander, Huddlestqn
- 225 Jessie Doe
868-97J3
Linda Sue Schneider
Jessie Doe
868-9922
416 Williamson
MardLyford
Mini Dorms
868'-9824
708 Christensen
Jodi Read
Hubbard
868-9846
Hitchcock, Randall, Devine
303 Randall
Jan Blatt
868-9'i92
Diane Sparke
228 Hetzel
Main St. Apts; ATO, Acacia,
Mill Road, Madbury Rd.
Forest Park
Sandy Royea
Apt 9-E Forest Park 868-5871
868-9742
Scott, Mclaughlin, Lord
Don Deroo
322 Congreve
868-9781
Smith, Sawyer
Leslie Giroux
536 Stoke
Strafford Ave., Woodman Ave. Babcock-No Carriers yet if interested call
How~e Warren 868-7093

CAMPUS COORDINATOR

Howie Warren 868-7093
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Women's Studies minor offered
By Jayne Sears

61 Washington Street .
. Portsmouth, N.H.
436-8034
_Nightly Specials and events for the corning 3rd week of September arc:

Sunday 18 - baked stuffed summer squash - Music; Booth & Whyte plus Gifford.
Monday 19 - Beef & Creole Cabbage - Piano; Richard S. Leete
Tuesday 20 - Beef Pot' Pie

\

Wednesday 11 - Bean Sprout, Mushroom & Barley Salad w/Pe~ Soup - Poetry Reading,
8:00 p.m. - Bill Burtis and Btll Schulz
Thursday 22 - Stuffed cabbage leaves
Friday 23 - lasagne - Unidentified Music
Saturday 24 _ Tofu (that's an oriental bean curd) - Music, silver exhibit; Adolph Szewczyk
.)er'f.mg

Nltfill)'

3 . .lO

-

,.OO

sophy, psychology, theater and ·, in the course and 53 females.
UNH is offering a new liberal communications, and adminisScroggs attributes the rise in
arts minor in Women's Studies · tration.
popularity of the course to ''good
this fall.
"There are practical purposes
publicity this fall".
The University faculty voted for taking Women's Studies as a
Tracy Weiss, a theatre and
and approved the program for a minor," said English Professor
communications instructor who
three year period, after which Jean Kennard. ··"There are
teaches "Rhetoric of the Femintime it will be evaluated by a people who are lookin~ for people ist Movement", said more
special committee.
with a Women's Studies degree, women have registered for the
The objectives of the program such as high schools in the coun- courses because "women are
are cited as three-fold:
seling area and in b~s~ness .. A more sensitive to the issues" in--to provide a multidisciplinary major in business adm1mstrahon volved in the feminist movement.
approach to learning;
with a minor in Women's Studies
Weiss· said her course is "an
--to study women and their is good on the job market today."
examination of the way society
roles in society; and,
is changing. It should make stu"Most of the courses have filled
-to illuminate areas of neglectdents
examine their own values.''
beyond capacity," said Josephine
ed research and misinformation.
Donovan said although no stuDonovan
the
program's
coordinaThe program requires a students have yet declared Women's
dent to take 20 credits at three tor. ''There has been quite an Studies for a minor, a few have
different levels of study. The first enthusiastic response this fall.''
shown interest in the program
According to Donovan, enroll- and she expects more student inis a 400-level introduction course
ment
in
the
courses
rose
after
to women's studies in general.
terest as the program proThe second level offers five in- • posters publicizing the program gresses.
termediate courses from several were distributed throughout the
Elizabeth Grimm, a senior
existing departmental offerings. cam pus this Septem her.
from Amherst, planning to deGayle Scroggs. who teaches
The third level is: ~ v~guely declare the minor said, "The pro"The Psychology of Women,"
fined senior seminar.
fessors are outstanding because
27
students
pre-registered
said
Seven women's studies courses
they have had to work so hard
are being offered this fall. The for the course and 33 more added to implement this program in
departments involved in the prO'- it this fall.
such a conservative atmosShe said there are seven males phere."
gram include English, philo-

- - - - - - - Cl&S S
Moped Garelli. Brq,11d new in June sold for
$479. Now asking $325. Excellent Condition
call 868-2451 9/16
Cassette decks. Musical component stereo
systems. Our recommended." syste~s are
on demonstration. Rrioj( vour.recorrli; and
check them out. Low prices Durham Audio
Box 469, Durham. 868-5631 6:30-8:00 p.m.
10/4

wanted
Wanted-Dependable ride or riders-DerryUNH, M-W-F mornings. Call Karen 4340652. 9/23
I'm looking for a garage to rent that is
within walicing distance of UNH . If y~u. can
help please contact Tony Enerva - Wilhamson 'Hall Rm. 213 Floor Phone ·2-2709.
9/16

Farm in Kittery Point on the water. Housemate <male or female) wanted to share
large attractive farm home with congenial
bacllelor-owner <Yale graduate). Thru
Spring. Lovely setting on large_ tr 1ct 9£ land.
Must De responsible - owner m Sp~m part
ot winter $125/month. 2 persons spilt :tn5ll
(15 minute drive from UNHl 1-207-439-0780.
!J/16

Housemates wanted: 4 bedrooms, porch,
yard furnished, washer drye,, carpets quiet
residential area - near ocean - vou can -~P;ar
and. see it fnxn second Door. fm phE utilities
mv10e., uy numoer 01 people . .Kye !164-5406
after 5: 30 9/23

services

TYPING. 65 cents per page. Caren Rm.
232 Devine. 2-1062or 868-9703.
TYPING DONE IN MY HOME ACCURATE
AND FAST! WILL PICK UP AND DELlVER
ON PRE-ARRANGED EVENINGS OR
WEEKEND - CALL DORIS PIERCE 9428565 ANY EVENING AFTER 6 IF INTERESTED. 9/23
GUITAR INSTRUCTION - Beginning - Advanced - Jazz , Folk, Rock, F~at Pick, FingerPicking Styles, Modal Tunm_gs. _Flute Lessons - Classical or Improv1sat1onal Tone
Techniques. Reasonable rates. Call: 749-3433

~6b
TRAINING -Basic ob-edien~e for the
pet dog. Lessons meet once a week for ten
weeks. $25 per person -call 868-5313 9/20

INDEXING AND RESEARCH. Professional
indexer and librarian will do indexing and
research for books, articles , theses. r~asonab(e rates ttesume reterences available

ad-..s------

Contact Diana Witt, 36 Richards Ave. Portsmouth 436-1090. 9/23
English a_s a Second La!}guage teache~ seeks
students for private and small group lessons.
Overseas ex~rience, M.A. in.ESL. Les~ons
in composition, conversation, readmg,
listening comprehension. Reasonable rates.
136-7320. 9/27
USED BOOKS WANTED: Computer Logic
M.M. ~no, (fpr. E.E. 543). Electri-

. Upw:ird--Bound tutor/counselors for academic year program. Must be on workstudy and enJoy working with_ low-income
high school students. No experience necessary. Contact Diane Lemay at 862-1563. 9/20
'·
Wanted: Chef. Temporary position to last
until mid-Oct. 5 day/week, 2 meals/day. For
· further information call Lambda Chi Alpha
862-1290 ask for Ed Gauthier 9/23
UNH SORORITY HOUSE looking for house-

Find out what U.N.H.'s newest fraternity:
Sigma Nu, has to offer. Open rush meetings
in the M.U.B., Tuesday 9/20 6:30 pm. 7:30 pm. Grafton Rm. and Thursday 9/22
7: 00 p.m. -8: 30 p.m-:- Carroll Ifolknap Rm. 9/20
Happy Birthday Dixie Chicken. Beware of
sm'='Uers;. Dippity-do.z.. four foot crabs and
varwus cone-Head. tsy the way I'm gonna
throw you a surprise party Saturday night
you sni!:ke!

cal Circmts, <an orange book for E.E. 401). · parents - married couple - starting October
~i~~~ac~1i°~!t?J t~~~~c~3r-~i~1~a;~d
sage, or 862-2175 nights. 9/16

!!~: I

petsonals

lost

Priscilla . I hear your Feat, but don't here
your feet. Do not listen to those who would
keep us aP.art 9n_ ~eir way down. Come by
anytime. I'm w11lm David. 9/16

Grey suede wallet lost on Thursday, 9/8
possibly on grass near Dairy Bar and field
track. l.D.'s badly needed. Call Kathy Bird
659-2712. Reward. 9/16
LOST- A six month old Black Lab. He is
· wearing a red collar with no tags. If found,
please contact Kappa Sigma Fraternity.
Phone 2-1288 or 868-9717 9/16

and

Phone 868-5458 after 4 p.m. 9/16

Horse Owners: I will share boarding expenses an~ responsib_ilities in exchange ~or_ ridmg pr;v1le1les. this semester _Call Dehbie
at 659-2411 or leave a message. 9/16

IJ .H. -You're 0.K., I'm O.K. Goodby and
Good luck. - B.K. 9/16

Durham League of Women Voters -Tailgate
Flea Market. Sunday September 18, 1-5 p.m.
Durham Shop'n Save parking lot. Space to
exhibit is limited. Exhibitor's fee: $6.00.
Contact Nancy Leonard at 868-5476. Raindate Sept. 25. 9/16

To Jayne - To hell with those lawsuits and
. learning centers and all that newsworth~
stuff. This is the year for partying - right .
'!'he Boss. 9/16

Business Tomorrow IV National Convention
wants non business majors to attend. Expenses will be paid - Nov. 6-8 · call Student
Activities 2-1001 for details . 9/16

R.M. - How's your thumb? 9/16

Hop
Skip
and
bring your friends to

.lounge open till
legal closing
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Area housing scarce
Housing
continued from page 2

Housing is doing an exceptional
job with transfer students and readmitted students who~ do not
have the opportunity to get
housing on-campus," said Eugene Savage•, director of admissions."

"It's frustrating," says Groce.
"You can't ask someone to turn
down their stereo when you don't
even live there."
·
She feels the University should
not accept as m_any students as it
does if adequate housing is unavailable.

"Granted they have to accept
more people to compensate for
people who withdraw or don't
show up," she says, "but the surplus of homeless people this year
is ridiculous. I have a prospect
Lisa Groce, a senior returning right now for a place, but a couple
to UNH after spending a year of days ago I was ready to quit
studying abroad in Dijon, France, school."
says she found it impossible to
Trying to get a room in one
hunt for an apartment before now of the University dormitories is
the start of school. Like Lathrop, not an alternative for students
she has been staying with a who are unable to find suitable
frie~d ~nd finds studying difficult off-campus housing. With the ex-

ception of the special-interest still in various stages of complemini-dorms, where there are tion have been leased, as have all
quite a few openings, the dorms of the newly finished ones.
are presently overcx:owded.
With a capacity of 4,362, under"Due to new and expanding ingraduate dormitories now house dustry in Portsmouth," Varney
4,637 students. Although the Resi- explains, "more non-students
dential Life Office did not ex- have been taking apartments in
clude upperclassmen from living Newmarket and Durham. But,
in the dorms this year, it would that's just a small part of the probe unable to handle the excess hlem."
that :would occur if more junior
and seniors chose to stay on camVarney says although the need
pus.
for more apartment units in Durham and Newmarket 1s recogEnrollment at UNH is sup- nized, zoning regulations prohibit
posedly levelling off. No con- this type of building in residential
struction of new residence halls is areas. Commercially zoned land
being considered. Will there be in these two towns has been almore off-campus housing a- most exhausted, she says.
vailable for students in the near
When asked if off-campus
future?
housing has many listings at this
Walter Cheney, Inc. has been time, Betsy Clack, a work-study
buying and refurnishing apart- assistant at the office replied,
ments such as those in the Sliding "There are a few, but hardly any
Rock are on the other side of at all right in town or on the KariNewmarket, according to Var- Van (route).
''This summer, we released an
ney. Some of the units that are

updated list of available housing
every Friday at noon," Clack exolained. , "Every week there
~ould be 40-50 students wa"fting ·in
hne to get the new listmg. ··
Paula Roy, a junior psychology
major has been looking since
early spring for a place to live
and has been unsuc~essf ul. She
says she is happy with .the
friend she is terJ!porarqy living
with, but must find a more permanent set-up soon.
"I've ~ot everything I own
stacked up in a corner of someone
else's bedroom," says Roy.
''Some friends and I found a ·
house in Dover. The landlord promised us the place and then gave
it to someone else.''
Until she finds a place of her
own, Roy will remain in the same
bind as many other students this
semester--taking
classes,
searching for a place of her own,
and all while living out of a suitcase.

r.r.r.r.rJOCOOC~C~~~.r.,o:r.r.r~~.r.,o

IT YOURSELF
·
STUDENTS! WHENYOUNEEDCOPIES Ij DO
PICTURE FRAMING

THINK CAMPUS COPY
■ Theses & Dissertations
■ Budgets & Cost Studies
■ Textbook Drafts
■ Program Proposals
■ legal Documentation
■ Multi-Page Reports

of Durham

■ Curriculum Materials
■ Board Reports
■ Tosts & Questionnaires
■ Research Reports
■ Specifications & Bids
■ Grant Applications &

... Multi-Page Itoms of Every Kind I

Proposals

Your Multi-page duplication will be
automatically collated into book form.
Our Copier can reproduce anything typed,
handwritten or printed-even photCJs and
other illustrations.

§ and we also have a

I

.

dry mount press

. at THE·OUTBACK

§

44 Main Street -

ts·

Durham

oc,cr.r~.r.r~.rJ".XY"
✓
~.r.r.r.r.r.r.r.r.r..-c,,,-.r.r.r.r.r.r.....c

CARE PHARMACY
53 Main St.

ATTENTION STUDENTS!

nDr. Scholl's

All SUN-TAN

Products

xercise Sandals

with crisp clean copies from

Opy ~!.,"-2~-~~"~~

are

re now only

25 percent off!

"/lead ,. ~lade Co 1y - Sam(~ JJa SPruicP..

COMING SOON.
EAR PIERCING CLINIC
Thursday, Sept. 29, 1-7 p.m.

/ ~ 1,q;
•
THE BEST PRIME RIB EVER
QUALITY STEAKS & SEAFOOD

Lunch and Dinner Daily
Tavern Open Till Legal Closing ...
Banquet facilities available .

Master Charge • American Express

~,-1e.1
~ -~
V'V~=~ - ~

HATHJA
YOGA
~

qoN ~EEO\"

~

MHAM (CClUMMUIIT\f lNUlCH
Sept 19--oec 12 - 7-BeM.
16 Third Street

Dover,N.H.

PAINE AUDITOl{IUM --$35, 00 ~fG-IST£~ ~ fflST CLA.55
0 ~ call B68-26ffO

&nfflts ~ 1ffltfu1 ~ga,

J{,,ft6. VH~6ty ~l{aiiaim
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'Clams' continue anti-nuke fight
By Kathi Scrizzi The Clamshell Alliance received international attention
last spring when they organi?:ed
a massive occupation of the Seabrook nuclear power plant.
They lost the first battle when
the plant was given the go-ahead
to continue construction, but
members of the Clamshell AlHance say they have~not given up.
·: Robin Read, a member of the
Clamshell's Portsmouth office,
feels the spring occupation was
a partial success because it made
th~ public more aware of the dangers of nuclear energy.
"It brought nuclear energy into
the homes of millions of Americans," says Read, _ "and educated a tremendous nwnber of
~le."
The Clamshell Alliance is continuing its campaign to educate
people on nuclear energy, accoramg to :tteall. Ld~t Aug. o,
the thirty-second anniversary of

the bombing of Hiroshima, bundreds of balloons were released
from the Seabrook site towards
Hampton Beach, representing
the radiation that could be emitted from the proposed nuclear
plant. Cards were attached to the
balloons, explaining the principies held by the Clamshell AlHance and the symbolism~ of the
exhibition.
- ,
! The Clamshell Alliance is also
sponsoring a movie entitled,
"The Last Resort,,, which -explains the problems of nuclear
energy. It has been released all
over the country, and was shown
in Durham during the summer.
The Clamshell plans to show it at
UNH again, according to Read.
~- The Clamshell Alliance is also
planning another occupation of
the Seabrook plant, but the date
has not been decided upon. A con· ference is being held this week-

future plans wilf be discussed at
the me~ting.
Read says the Clamshell Alliance is continuing its opposition
to the Seabrook nuclear plant because it feels there is still a great possibility the construction of the
plant will never be completed.
There are still a number of proR d
blems, says ea ·
A great deal of money--more
than was anticipated--is needed
to complete the Seabrook plant,
says Read. Only two per cent
of the construction has been completE:d, according to the Pub_lic
• Service Co. of New Hampshire
(PSC~, and m_any more workers
remam to be hired.
Banks and stockhol~ers are the
major sources of funding for the
plant, according to Read, but
even they are backing away from
the project. Read believes this is

end in :Putney. Ilca.d ao.ya plano

duo in pQrt to tho Cl!lm1:h01l A1-

for another occuoation.and ot~e~

liance's efforts. He says the ban-

Sarah Bennett of the Clamshell Alliance shows that the

organization is still alive ane well. (Dennis Giguere photo)

kers are "finally seeing the nand- ' Hampshire to raise additional
writing on the wall" and realize funds for the Seabrook plant
that backing the plant may be an says Read. He says he is certai~
unpopular move with their inves- that thi~ will be as unpepular a
.
. .
step wi~h the people of New
tors.
Thp PSC ,s: cons:idermg :;in ol@c-

tric rate hike for all of New

H;:impsh1rp :;as: His: with th@ Cfam

shell Alliance.

Business. Science. Engineering.

This semester is the right time to get a TI
calculator tailored to the work you're doing.

s599s*
SR-51-11

TheMM

Professional decision making system.
Loaded with statistics functions.

Business calculator
A business major's dream machine.

Accounting. Marketing. Education.
Social Sciences. Life Sciences. Health.
Statistics plays a major role in dozens
of career fields. Here's a calculator with
, the advanced capability you need to
handle your projects. Comes with
CaJculating Better Decisions, a $4.95 book value.
Helps you get the most out of the SR-51-11. Stepby~step illustrations show how to use its powerful
preprogrammed functions. Learn how to gather
data. Weigh alternatives. Arrive at rapid, accurate
decisions.

If you're building a career in bµsiness, the MBA
can be ideal. It provides instant answers to complex business probtems at the tC?uch of a key. It is
preprogrammed for a wicte variety of functions
and formulas business professionals face every
day. Take internal rate of return, for example, a
valuable calculation for accurate capital budgeting. It's complicated, often difficult, and takes time.
The MBA handles it in seconds, for 12 ~
different cash flows! It also offers programmability- up to 32 keystrokes for
solving repetitive problems easily.

*Sug-g-es ted retail price.
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editorial---Funding the future
The time has come to draw the line. UNH
cannot survive as a land-grant institution much
longeri without increased financial support from
the st~te.
University Chancellor Bruce Poulton said yesterday before the •House ~ppropriations . co~mittee that an .in-state tuition increase 1s inevitable for next semester, unless the state allocates an additional $1 million. "We've run out of
alternatives," he said.
An in-state increase is all but a foregone conclusion at this point. The only hope is . that
the hike will fall far below the speculated figure
of$400.
'
However, something else, Poulton said bears
careful watching.

He said a tuition increase for out-of-state students is unlikely for next semester. That is good
news, but the fact that there is even a men.tion of another · out-of-state tuition increase is
appalling.
The Chancellor has requested from the state
an additional $1 million appropriation. One top
University official says there is little, if ' any
chance of the University System getting the
money. The state is quickly . pricing UNH out
of the education market for both in-state and
out-of-state students.
Legislators will claim that the out-of-state-students can afford the tuition increases because,
for the most part, their families are better off
financially. Four__years ago, an out-of-state stu- .

dent'~ family · may have been able to absorb
the higher costs. But, the families of -freshmen ·
of four years ago are paying quite a bit more
for the education of seniors. A further increase
would be unbearable for many.
Legislators will make many claims to justify
the. state's failure to properly fund its university.
'Too bad for the out-of-staters," they will say.
"If they don't like it, then· let them go to their own 1
state schools."
They will confuse the issue, mumble something
about their stand against the evil' taxes and hope
the problem disappears.
-But, once again they will' have avoided the
real problem facing this state--the problem of responsible funding for state institutions, now and
in the future .

The real story, please
There are some startling inconsistencies in the
explanations given for the dismissal of disc
jockey Rick Bean from his Sunday and Wednesday night performances at the MUB Pub.
A letter to the editor in today's issue of
The New Hampshire from the Pub Entertainment
Committee states that Bean did not return of
his own accord, first by not giving the Pub
management a solid commitment for the season, .
and later by rejecting the final two offers made:
by the Pub.
However, some investigation by The New
Hampshire staff tends to indicate that Bean was
nnt given much of a chance to return to the Pub,
whether he wanted to or not.
Rrck· Austin is a member of the committe~
which submitted- the letter to the editor . In
a page three article on the Pub's financial woes,
Austin says, "The Committee doesn't want the

Ie

Pub to be a one-man show anymore. We're
nesday night. He gathered a loyal following who
trying to serve 10,000 _ people, not just Rick
appeared every night he did.
Bean fans."
But now Bean's gone, and the least the Pub
The implication is that Austin prefers the abmanagement can do is get their stories straight as
sence of Bean in the Pub's attempt to "reach
to the reason why. The management should at
out to other students with other interests."
least level with the paying customers who keep
This contradicts the committee's letter to the
the operation in business.
editor which places the blame for the BeanWithout the revenue raised by Bean, the Pub
less Pub on Bean.
can only suffer. Alternate programming, which is
Pub Coordinator Rich Kane expressed surprise
often programmed despite the financial loss, may
at the· departure of Bean. One Pub manager,
not be available this year. The guaranteed proBrenda Martin said, "The biggest mistake" the
fits which the Pub used to subsidize losses due
Entertainment Committee made "was to get rid of
to other, less popular entertainment, left with
Bean."
Rick Bean.
These statements seem to imply that Bean The Pub management has admitted they lost
money during the first week of operation this
left for a reason other than personal choice.
Someone is hiding something.
year. It may be too late to go out and lure
Bean back to Durham, but it's not too late to
Rick Bean made money for the MUB Pub.
He guaranteed a profit every Su~day and Wedtell the real story of the Rick Bean dismissal.

tters--to_s_a_y_.w_e_a_r_e_a_s-so·r-ry-as_y_o_u_a_r_e_--

grammmg purposes, we cou1d find a eluding the Brother 4 in Nashua and per cent infection without Lignasan
suitable replacement if he decided to the Club Casino in Hampton. Mr. Bean, BLP are misleading, and the imMr Bean was, we feel, a true pro- work elsewhere. Mr. Bean was ap- like any good businessman, was _plication that the difference of 41 per
fessional whom we will miss greatly.
proached in mid-July by this Commit- playing out these options against each <'fmt is due to the injection of Lignasan
We believe you will agree that, anytee and was. made an offer which he other.
BLP is absolutely unproven. As far
one who can get 40 people to get up
flatly refused. From July 15, 1977 until
as we can determine, the data base
and do "the Disco Duck," had to be
It
is
essential
that
entertainment
mid-August, he was approached nuof those figures is not from orooerlv
someone special.
merous times and negotiations took be booked approximately one month in conducted experiments.
in
order
to
find
someone
who
advance
Unfortunately, Mr. Bean will not be
place.
Many tactors besides the iniection
returning. At the end of last semester, · In mid-August, we made one final ;s good at the job, as well as available · contribute to the observed difference.
Rick couldn't give this Committee a
(ID that particular date. This Commitoffer, in good faith, and he stated
The soecific benefit (if any) due to
definite answer as to what he would be
that he couldn't give us a definite lee had no choice (with two weeks left ' the injection itself is not separable
To the Editor:
doing
come
fall,
or
as
to
what
his
to
book
the
until
school
started),
but
In regards to the recent letter pubanswer. He, at this time; was also
from the benefit derived from these
lished concerning Rick Bean's ab- other commitments would be.· We being approached by 1!1any ot~er bu~i- month of September without Rick other factors. Injection of Lignasan
Bean.
asked
him
to
give
us
a
definite
a11sence from the MUB PUB, the Pub
BLP should _be considered an exnesses looking for his services; mSeveral D.J.'s are being tried out perimental tool in Dutch elm disease
Entertainment Committee would like swer by_ July 15, 1977, so that_for prothis month in the Pub in order that control; evaluation of its usefulness
we may find a suitable replacement.
must await the results of further
Unfortunately, there is only one Rick studies, including those such as the
Bean and if our patrons are looking one here at UNH -which investigate
for a second, they will never be satis- the long-term consequences of the
fied.
.
injection technique.
We are asking that you please bear
(3) Contrary to common belief,
with us during this experimental per- Dutch elm disease can be controllediod and that you, at the same time,
by prevention. Effective control
give these new D.J.'s an even break.
programs have held elm losses to one
we
would
like
to
add
that
In
closing,
Michael Minigan
per cent per year in certain comEditor-in-Chief
there comes a time in everyones' munities. These programs generally
Ginny Maytum
Managing Editor
life when that person must move on to
involve prompt sanitation and use of
Chris Dobbrow
bigger, and hopefully better things.
Business Manager
insecticides against the beetle vectors
has
come.
We
are
Rick
Bean's
time
Gary Langer
News Editors
of the fungus. Injection of Lignasan
sorry,
but
as
that
previous
letter
to
Mark Pridham
BLP alone, outside such integrated
the editor so aptly put it, "in the words control programs, does not control
Paul Keegan
Sports Editor
of a once famous Pub song, "That's Dutch elm disease. Such programs are
Dana Jennings
Life."
Arts Editor
effective without injection of Lignasan
Pub Entertainment Committee Blo.
Dennis Giguere
Phr,tr, Fditor
Mark Mans
1 1) . No one knows for certain how'
Philippa Benson Photographers
r~eporters
many of the 300 campus elms have
Lee Hunsaker
Don Burnett
Cheryl Potaluppi
Dutch elm disease. Clearly far less
Artlllman
Julia Coan
than 85per cent; we estimate that less
Hillary Scott
Jim Kaklamanos
Steven Ericson
than 15 per cent are currently infected.
Nick Novick
Debby Gaul
(5) Dutch elm disease is not spread
Production Associate Win Helfrich
Scott Spalding
Elizabeth Grimm
by beetles; the fungus which causes
June
Wehrly
Julian Hanks
Dutch elm disease is spread by beetle.
To the Editor:
Circulation Manager Jim Elsesser
(6) Finally, we believe newspaper
We
wish
to
comment
on
inacLee Hunsaker
articles shou1d be as obJective as
curaci~
and
misinformation
in
"UNH
Advertising Manager Tom Asacker
and as accurate as possible. This arMike Kelly
Copy Editor
battles Dutch Elm Disease" which
Holly Dunn
Crystal Kent
appeared in the Sept. 13 issue of ticle serves, in part, as propoganda
The
New
Hampshire. promoting the use of Jignasan BLP;
Laura Locke
Copy Readers Bonnie Bethune Advertising Associates Majorie Fedeli
this is an inappropriate function for a
Tom Lynch
Valerie
Heine
(1) The tree in the photograph is not
Lavonne Srown
an elm as is implied in the caption, newspaper a r t i ~
Dott Mottet
Karen Ghioto
Van T. Cotter
but is white ash. Unlike elms, ashes
Typists
Sally Easter
Kate MCClare
Former Forest Pathology
Patti Loisch
are not infected by the fungus which
Jeanette Engle
Gerry Miles
Grad Student
Sharon McCabe ,
causes Dutch elm disease.
Sue Everitt
Tom A. Gotwols
Diane Niland
(2) The figures of 3 per cent inSteve Norman
Caren Feldstein
Forest Pathology Grad Student
fection with Li~nasan BLP and 44
Nancy Olshan
Maureen O'Connell
Lau rd Mclean
Cathy
Padham
Judi Paradis
Joan Paye
Pam Tweedie
Nancy Rigazio
Shelly Praded
Sue Wessels
Jayne Sears
Becky Thompsor
Productions
ThE' New Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to the editor and prints them as
Kathy Scrizzi
Sue Wessels
Staff
.space allows. but cannot guarantee the inclusi~ of any letter. .
Debbie
Basse
Susan Sowers
All letters must be typed. double spaced' and a maximum of 500 words in
Michelle Califanc Accounts Manager
BillTsoupas
order to be printed. All letters are subject to minor editing. Final decisions on letters
Robert Spear
Deidre Hamrock
are the editor's.
Barbara Walsh
Mail letters to: The Editor. The New Hampshire. Room 151. Memorial Union BuildKaren Lincoln · Billing Secretary
Skip Wohlgemuth
Eileen McGrath
ing. UNH. Dur~m. N.H. 03824.
Nancy Loeb

Bean

Elm

A.bout Le,iers
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Kate McClare
There's something wrong with the New Hampshire Commission on the Status of Women, and
it's not just the logic of its members. To sug. gest, as the commission does in a page three .
article in today's issue of The New Hampshire,
that feminism is somehow responsible for wifebeating is not only ridiculous . but damaging.
Commissioner Fran Drown bent over backwards to explain the commission's meaning. It
seems feminism does not cause wife-beating--it
merely" aggravates" it.
·
If you really use your imagination, you might
accept that. Wife-beating existed long . before
B.etty Friedan ever put pen to paper. So, maybe
what Drown meant is that wife-beating has only
gotten worse since feminism became a force in .
our society.
If you can believe that, there's a nice ·statue
in New York harbor that's going cheap ...
The truth is, wife-beating is· terrifying because
it is self-perpetuating. Several studies have shown
Lhat a woman whose father beat her mother will

Battered logic
tend to marry a man with violent tendencies.
Similarly, that man often comes from a violent
home situation.
And, where you find a battered wife, you invariably will discover a battered child. That child
usuall~ grows up to become either the_ battered or
the batterer.
The commission should hav~ a field day if
children ever organize.
Drown couldn't seem to make up her mind on
how to go about putting down the feminist
movement. She first called it "a very nebulous
movement" without any real focus. Then she
proceeded to place on the movement the responsibility of some very sick men's destructiveness. It
will be interesting when she makes up her mind.
But, Drown cannot be expected to take all the
blame for the situation. One must commend
her for proposing the battered women program in
the first place. The program is sorely needed.
Such a program should prove · to be quite
educational for the commission. T he members

might discover that women who become exposed
to the women's movement usually find themselves
refusing to be treated like a punching bag.
The _battered wife often finds it doubly hard
to escape . her situation, for she blames herself.
She blames herself for not meeting her husband's
demands, however impossible they may be to
satisfy, however unreasonable they may be. And
so many women are afraid to talk about it
because they tend to think, "No one else's husband
hits her, there must be something wrong with me .
It must be my fault."
We need a place where those women can go to
find out they are not alone. We need legislation
to protect these women from their husbands, and
to help their husbands deal with their own
very serious problems
What we don't need is a Commission on the
Status of Women--hand-picked by :Gov. Thomson--which has proven itself to be acting in anyone's interest but women's.

correction
There was an error in the Friday, Sept. 9 issue of The New
Hampshire. In the story on the
University Senate, it was incorrectly reported that the Academic Senate consists of 30 faculty, ten students and ten administrators.
The correct figures are:
--50 faculty ,
--ten students,
--eight voting administrators,
--one non-voting administrator,
and
--five· non-voting PAT staff
members.
The New Hampshire regrets
the error.

MUBBOARDOF GOVERNORS
UNDERGRADUATE POSITION~
AVAILABLE
3 Resident Students
2 SAT Organization Members
2 Commuter Students
2 Non-SAT Organization Members

FOR APPLICATIONS CONTACT
Wayne Ferguson or Beth Fischer
Student Government Office
MUB Room 132
2-1494, 2-2163

~

OR

Stephanie Berg
MUB Administration Office
2-1524

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS: Sept. 19
___________ ------------------------------------------------------------------'

.__
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PREPARE FOR:
MCAT • DAT• LSAT • GRE
GMAT • OCKT •VAT• SAT

f

IC=~

Flex101e Programs

Hours
'Chere 15 • d'fference!!!
&

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

u ngtm1 Ave., Boston

25

Test Preparation Specialists Since 1938

For Information Please Call:
'

(6T7) 261-5150

For Locations In Other Cities, Call :

T0U FREE: 800-223-17 82
Centers ,n Ma1or u·s Crlies
loronto Put-rto Rico ,and Lu~ano . Sw1t1erl~nd

Budget
State Budget
continued from page 1
best, funding is at an operating
level."
Poulton said past cutbacks
have led to "deferring purchases
of vital equipment."
Beth Fischer, the former Student Government vice-president
for special services, also described the effect of cutbacks on
education at UNH, citing scheduling problems in the Whittemore School (WSBE).
"There have been such severe
cutbacks alreadv (in WSBE) that
they cannot even accommodate
me," said Fischer, a senior.
"Much of the funds go for visiting
professors who provide an incredible resource. We're already
suffering--what is an additional

. cutback going to produce?''
Student Body President Jim
cYffoilI said an additional m~t-of-.
state tuition increase could mean
"a reduction in the number of
out-of-state· students," who, he
said, "provide resources for instate students. O'Neill said the
demand they create for educational programs opens up such
programs for in-state students.
With such rises in out-of-state
tuition as the recent $260 increase, O'Neill told the committee, "out-of-state students have to
consider UNH as a private institution."
Poulton said he does not expect
another out-of-state tuition increase next semester. But, he explained, "the general economic
situation for out-of-state students
is not nearly as critical as for instate students."
He said Massachusetts students
wno can attord the University of
Massachusetts come to UNH because they can afford it, and that,

generally, out-of-state students
come from families which are
financially better-off.
Poulton said he thought yesterday was "the last round" of committee hearings on the budget.
He said the House-Senate Conference Committee will probably resume attempts to get a permanent budget for New Hampshire
next week, and will take up the
University operating budget
then.
After the hearing O'Neill and
Fischer said they were optimistic
about keeping the budget at its
present level. O'Neill said, "The
Board of Trustees is committed
· to keeping (in-state) tuition
down." Fischer stated she did not
think tuition would increase by as
much as $400, as has been speculated. "We would face problems
of dropping enrollment if that
happened," she said.
Key legislators were not available for comment on the testimonies at press time.

Mini-dorlllS
offer new
progra1ns
Mini-Dorms
continued from page 10

--a screening be made ·of all
mini dorm applicants to ensure~
that all dorm members have a
genuine interest in that dorm's
activities and are not just in the
mini dorms to get a single room.

·--Pmi>ENJ
i
t DAILY SPECIALS I
I
I

I

Mary McCasHn
&Jim Ringer

t

Freshty made Greek food

I

99,

I
I
I

I
Homemade:
I Pizza
Grinders
I Spaghetti & Meatballs
I
1
47 Main Street
I
868-2485
f
L-u
,~~~,....<~~

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
September 16 & 17

1_....

Stone Church
Newmarket

•> -

~, -

The quiet mini dorm was ruled ·
unacceptable last spring because
of a lack of a "topical approach,"
according to Marty Rooney, a
member of last year's committee.
The committee felt that the
theme of a "quiet" dorm represented the desire for a certain atmosphere, and not an actual common topic on the part of the stµdents there.
According to A.rnoudse, the outdoor mini dorm presented too
broad a theme to qualify as a
special interest residence, and it
also lackod a sufficient amount of

programming. Little effort was
made "to teach the members
about the outQoors," said Arnoudse.

Rooney said that although the
outdoor mini dorm housed a very
"close-knit" group of students,
it was too informally run to comply wfth the concepts of a special
interest dorm.
Plans are ngw being made to
evaluate the mini dorms annually
and, according to Arnoudse,
another evaluation committee
will begin to take shape in
October.
Future plans may include expansion of the special interest
concept to other dorms around
campus if demand for this type of
housing grows.

Limited Senate Positions open
Area I, II, &·111
Commuters & Fraternity

:•...-.-.-,•,········•:•:•:•.•:•. .::.:.::.:._.-.•...;._.;.,2 ·.•····:·.·.·_·::~

-ALSO-

ID

The

I

_Information Sess-i on

s

Applicati~ns Being Accepted
FOR PAID POSITIONS:

~ begins at 6pm Sunday

l

jj

I
j

September 18th in the

Hillsboro-Sulliva11 Room

lI *

Bareau 8f Budget Director & Treasurer
Budget & Atl111iftistr3:tioo Vice President

H

of the MUB.

HOUSE TOURS AT 7PM

Apply New

f

*I

i

ReomlztMUB
Call 2-lffi

Ask fer
Wayne
8r

Beth

~uestions? Catt Linda 2-1789 or Sharon . 2-1945
t
: . , _ _ _ ~ ,_____________________.____________.
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Roll''

Again

~/~
The NEW COMMANDER
CODYBAND
***********:
'* **********
\\~oG~

plus Chuch McDermott & Wheatstraw

This Sunday, September 18th
Granite State Room
MemoriOI Union Building
University of New Hampshire, Durham

*************

TWOS.HOWS
7& 1Op. m.

*************

·Tickets are $4 for U.N.H. students in advance
$5 for others and at the door
Available at the Memorial Union Bldg. Ticket Office

. .>-.
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COmICS

Feminism

On Campus

by Bob Finegold
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women get out of such dead-end
situations.
"Almost all beaten women do
leave, but they find they must
return," Strauss said. "Women
need a place to go to renegotiate
the terms of marriage."
Both Drown and members of
the coalition agreed that feminism should not enter the battered women issue. Dede Hayes,
also a member of the Coalition
on Battered Women, said, "We
have to seek alternate ways of
helping people--men, women and
children. It's not a feminist issue,
it's a people issue."
The Commission on the Status
of Women released a statement
which recommended strengthening
churches,
encouraging
"neighborhood interest," but
avoiding government involvement and seeking information

~ ' S cooL.i

u
~

Battered Women
continued from page 3
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collegiate crossword

intended to study the issue to
further back up her belief that
feminism "aggravates" wifebeating.
"Legislation is an area we've
been looking into," said Hayes.
Asked if she thought the state
should withdraw funds from the
.commission because of its statements, she said, "It's not our
purpose to debate the commission, but to help battered
.
women."
Hudson Representative Gail
Morrison read a letter she plans
to sent to Gov. Meldrim Thomson.
"I wish to know if you are in
agreement" with those commissioners who blame feminism for
.wife-beating, it read. She suggested he remove those women
from the commission.
Strauss, who has published
three books and 25 articles in
scientific journals on the subject
of wife-beating said later, "I'm
hopeful that because Commissioner Belzil's statement is so
outrageous that it will make
people aware of attitudes and will
reduce wife-beating. It's startling
that it should come from a commissioner on the status of
women ."

Panasonic Solid State
48 Nod off
49 Rocky pinnacle
50 Punctuation mark
l Meditators
7 Drink taken after
(abbr . )
51 Patron
a drink
13 Church in Rome
53 African capital
14 Natural environment 55 Take a bride
16 Former
56 Persist at, as a
17 City in California
point
18 Gives a bad review 58 From Lhasa
19 Chess pieces
60 Religious recluse
21 Overly proper
61 Flatter
person
62 Conditions
22 Part of TGIF
63 Cuddle
23 Kith and 24 Horse
DOWN
25 Nuremburg no
27 Detroit athlete
l Sea mammal
29 Ticket sales for an 2 Kitchen device
event
3 Tennis match parts
4 Gad's son
30 Dessert item
5 Highway part
32 Defamed
34 Louisville slugger 6 Enter furtively
(2 wds . )
35 Yat-sen
36 Propriety of
7 Station
behavior
8 Dutch painter
40 Loses weight
9 Former pro league
44 Sadat, for one
10 Nitwit
45 The devil
11 Rome, The City
47 Store sign
12 Show joy
ACROSS

13 Moving like a
horse
15 Having a label
20 Toupee
26 Important person
27 Andronicus
28 Ascended
29 Class
31 Feather ' s partner
33 Jazz pianist
Powell
36 Vienna's river
37 Schoolroom need
38 Short, sleeveless
garment
39 Actor Victor, and
family
40 New Jersey river
41 Balance sheet
section
42 Lift up
43 Peaceful
46 Metric 52 Hindu deity
53 board
54 order
55 Whip mark
57 part
59 Ralph Kramden's
vehicle

on Welles'

-Students!

Earn extra money by

EIIL

I delivering The Boston Globe in

,R~ dorm or apartment build.in
Contact Howie Warren
Cemmunity M~rket Apt 4

Call David 2-1909. Rm
Mini Dorm No. 7 216 .

Express
yourself
M.U.S.O.
Memorial Union
Student
organization
1

arts
Chairperson
This is a paid position for
anyone interested in programming and organizing
lectures,
exhibitions,
(jemonstrations, recitals
ond whatever else may
be considered an art form.

9/18/77
I

I

Kelty Pack
Frame and Pack $35
Century Squash
Racquet $15
Spaulding Tennis
Racquet $15

Has an opening
for an

Answers, page 6

Earn Extra M()ney

12'' B&W T.V. $80

7:00 & 9:30
Strafford Rm.

$.75
•s•,,,._

,

larlton t.
Janet Leigtl
Akim Tamiroff
Joseph Calleia
Marlene Dietrich
Dennis Weav

Apply
in person
to Room148 in the
basement of the MUB
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Life comes to life at the University Galleries
By Kate McClare
. Innovative photographs and
paintings in a variety of media
highlight the current exhibit at
the University Art Galleries.
Four
contemporary
photographers display their
work, from black and white
platinum prints to kwik prints in
color. Paintings from the Ellen
and Chris Huntington Collection
of mid-twentieth century artists
are also on display.
Gallery Director Susan Faxon
said the photographs were chosen
"to present what is happening
now in photo~raphy." From Kipton Kumler s ''Portfolios of
Plahts" to Bea Nettles' surrealistic kwik prints, the prints present
an intense view of life.
Kumler is the only one of the
group who does not use people as
his subjects. His close-ups of different plants emphasize rounded,
curling shapes and accentuate
the details of the images. Drops
of dew on a frond are as distinct
as the outline of the leaf.
Constantine Manos' "Greek
Portfolio" is ari interesting study
of the Greek peasant class. Much
of the works focus on old and
young people. He uses light and
da:rk as a metaphor.
A black-clad old woman sits
spinning in the shadows while at
her feet a baby dressed in white
plays on the floor. It is a cheerful,
warm scene, but the series of
prints becomes increasingly
somber.
A young man cloaked in black
stands before a coffin and stares
grimly at the camera. An old
man buries his head in his arms;
in the background sharp, scaly
rocks roll endlessly info the.
distance.
Perhaps the most striking
piece of the exhibit is Wendy
Mac Neil's family album. ShE
arranges pittures of the MacNeil
family to present a record of their
lives.
"Barbara MacNeil --Pictures
for a Portrait" shows the subject
from childhood to maturity in a
strip of wallet-size photos. Below
are larger group pictures, and a
third row is the backs of the
photos: "Girl, right front, not
ART, page23

From •~ t to right to bottom is "Chicken and Chicken Coops" and "Matinicus
Bellows. And a oroof from Constant.PnP M~nn~ r..rP.P.k Pnrt.fnlin_ (Novick uhotn~ \

"June Moonrise" _by Bea Nettles.

"Son and Father" by Wendy MacNeil.
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Lucas'· Star Wars is War and Peace in space
Luke Skywalker (ably piayed by deliver a message from Princess galactic starfleet battle that
Mark Hamill) is an earnest, naive Leia to the mysterious Obi Wan starts the movie to the cosmic
and confident young man deter- Kenobi (Alex Guinness). With his dogfight at the end, the effects
mined to save the Princess Leia mission hangs the fate of the are totally convincing, the viewer
Organa and the galaxy.
galaxy.
is snowed, transported to that
By Dana Jennings
We know Princess Leia Organa
His counterpart'; Threepio, is a galaxy a long, long time ago and
It's the Bijou Theatre on a Saturday morning in 1940. A group of (Carrie Fischer) is a bitch. But robot P.G. Wodehouse would far,faraway.
have created it he had written
But it's not just special effects
10 year olds sit in creaky, gum- she's a beautiful, fiesty and just
scarred chairs, munching hot- bitch. And besides Luke is in love science fiction. He's a protocol and robots that makes Star
Wars work. It's the richness and
-buttered ooocorn, thrilling to the with her, so she can't be entirely robot, a nuts 'n bolts butler.
The interplay between the two colorfulness of all the characters
Exploits of Popeye the Sailor, bad.
And we know Darth Vader, robots supplies much of the that helps to make it go.
Betty Boop and Captain America.
Who can help but not believe
Lester, the intellectual, is from the tip of his black head to comic relief in the movie. Threereading a dog-eared copy of Su- the tip of his black toe, is evil pio babbles away in his hurt, in Han Solo (Harrison Ford) the
incarnate. And we feel secure in British accent, while Artoo gives mercenary, have-spaceship-willperman comics number 1.
him grief in an arcane robot: Ian- travel swashbuckler who assists
They're all sitting on seat's this knowledge, knowing what is
guage. When they walk across LukeinrescuingthePrincess.
edge antici~ating the next install- black and white.
Star Wars story is old, but , the desert together, they look like
Or Obi Wan Kenobi, the myment of the serial that features
sterious Jedi Knight who follows
cosmic conflict. beautiful prin- Lucas infuses it with new life. Laurel and Hardy in armor.
Another great touch bv Lucas the ways of the ancient Force.
cesses, rotten-to-the-cvre villains The movie becomes much more
and virginal heroes: Flash Gor- than a hero-saves-the-princess is the scene in the intergalactic He also helps -save the Princess
and saves-the-world-against-phe- bar. It seems like the dregs from and imparts his knowledge of the
don.
movie.
The a million planets have aggre- Force to the eager-to-learn Luke.
George Lucas'. Star Wars fills nomenal-odds
Or what about that oversized
, the viewer with the same pangs touches Lucas adds makes this gated in the place. The customers
.
quaff screwdrivers (real ones) teddybear, the Wookie. He's
of anticipation those children felt movie special.
The two most obvious delights and other frothing, demonic con- bigger than a gorilla and ten
in 1940 as the movie progresses
are the robots Artoo Detoo and coctions. A band of insect faced times as mean.
•.
scene by cliff-hanging scene.
The music and the photography
The story and characters have See Threepio. Artoo looks like a musicians plays 1940's jazz.
The special effects in the movie also make Star Wars a memoran unpretentious honesty that mailbox decorated with Christmakes tnem enctearmg. We know mas ugnts. He nas a m1ss1on to are superlative. irrom tne tntt1a1 able movie.
Photographs, 1977, 20th ·c-entury Fox Corporation, all rights reserved
Star
Wars
playing at
Theater.

is
the

currently
Franklin

The photography is clear and
crisp, giving the scenes a comic
book quality, colorful and bold.
Occasionally it is subtle too, as
in the scene where Luke watches
twin suns set.
The music gives the movie a
quality of the-pld movie serials.
Each character. has a theme
when he or she appears. And the
viewer can always tell when
something is about to happen,
because the tension in the music
builds and builds until the tension
is unbearable.
It is unfair to compare Star
Wars to Kubrick's 2001 as some
people have done. 2001 was
meant to be a "heavy movie,
while• Star Wars was meant to
be exciting and adventuresome
fun.
Star Wars ends and the viewer
wants more. And the people file
out of the theater talking just as
excitedly as a group of 10 year
olds walking out of the Bijou, in
1940, after watching Flash Gordon whio Ming the Merciless.

-

Carrie Fisher as Princess Organa

Mark Hamill as Luke Skywalker

•--"'•"''-••\... /.

~,-.:.
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Luke and company struggle to escape death in a garbage
crusher, aboard the Death Star.

Artoo Detoo
Kenobi

.

preview
Logan's Run, based on last
summer's movie, is a science
fiction series debuting tonight on channel 7 at 9:30
Stars Wars contrrzues at tl1e
P.M.
Franklin at 6:30 · and 8:45
P.M. Read the reriew in this
issue.

Friday, Sept. 16

Eastwood Peak will be rocking
·and ro'lling at the-MUB Pub.
Philo recordin~ artists Mary
McCaslin and Jim Ringer will
be playing tonight and tomnrrow night at the Stone
Clrnrch in Newmarket.

The Making of Star Wars, as
told b.v Artoodetoo and
Threepio, is on channel 5 at

BP.M.

Monty Python's Flying Circus
is on channel 11 at 9:30 P.M.

I
Humphrey Bogart is at his best
in the film classic High Sierchannel 9 at 11: 15

Saturday, Sept. 17

Tarkenton hosts Saturday Night at 11:45 P.M. on
channel 4.
·

Star Wars at the Franklin, 6:30
and 8:45 P.M.
Eastwood Peak is at the MUB
Pub.

Inside The Cuckoo's Nest is
a documentary, on channel
2, about life at an Oregon
Mental Institution where the
award winning One Flew
Over thE Cuckoo's Nest was
filmed. 9 P.M:

admission and at the door,
$5.00. A MUSO presentation.

Sunday, Sept. 18
Life Goes to War is on channel
4 at 9 P .M., Sunday.

Stars Wars at the Franklin at
6:30 and 8:45 P.M.
Big Daddy John presents
oldies at the MUB Pub.
Orson Welles' Touch of Evil is
this Sunday's MUSO film.
7 and 9:30 P.M, 75 cents.
There will be a traditional
Irish music session at 2 P.M.
at the Press Room, Daniel
Street in Portsmouth.

The New Commander Cody
Band and Wheatstraw in
concert in the Granite State
Monday, Sept. 19
Room of the MUB at 7
and 10 P.M. Student tickets
in advance, $4. 00, general Stars Wars is at the Franklin.
6:30 and 8:45 P.M .
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Neil
American Stars 'N Bars by
Neil Young on Warner/Reprise records.

By Jim Knowles
American Stars 'N Bars is
Neil. Young's latest album. It contains the best music he has produced since Harvest 0972).
On the four albums between
Harvest and Stars 'N Bars
(Time Fades Away, On the
Beach, Zuma and Tonight's
the Night), Young seemed to be
on a spiritual journey, searching
within himself for a reason to
stay alive.
He wrote about his depression
caused by a bad marriage, and
friends dying from heroin addiction. The songs on American
Stars 'n Bars tell us that Young
has found a reason to live. The
song that affirms this is ''Will to

American

Stars

'N
Bars

Love" .

The first line of "Will to
Love," "It has often been my
dream to live with one who
wasn't there ... " shows that
Young is still searching for his
elusive Heart of Gold. .
·
"Will to Love" is easily the
best song on the album. The song
is about a salmon fighting its
way upstream to spawn. Young
compares the perils the fish endures to his own ''Will to Love.''
It's a quiet folk song. Young's
gentle acoustic guitar and sweet,
high pitched voice is the only
music heard. The movement of
the music conjures images of the
salmon slipping past hungry
bears and escaping fishermen's
nets and hooks.
The songs on the first side of
the album are all countryrockers. This is the style Young
has the most success with, after
all he was one of the founders
of the · genre, having been an
original member of the Buffalo
Springfield.
In -fact the songs on side one
of this album have a slight resemblance to the old Springfield

Young

TRIVIA

style.
The first two songs on the
album's second side, "Star of
Bethlehem" and "Will to Love"
. are. pure folk songs. "Star of
Bethlehem," recorded in November
1974 with Emmylou Harris singing harmony, would have fit in
well on Harvest or After the
.Gold rush. It's that good.
"Like a Hurricane" is in the
unen"'.iable position of following
"Will to Love." It's a good rock
song, ranking along side of
Young's "Southern Man" and
"Down by the River".
In the song it appears Young
had found his true love. But he
finds she wants nothing to do with
him, "You are like a hurricane
there's calm in your eye. I want
to love you but I'm getting
· blown away."

T,1e final song on Stars 'N
Bars is "Home Grown". Young
sings about America, . "Home
Grown's alright by me/Home
grown is the way it should be/

This week's trivia column has a theme. There have
· been many rock bands who have had the name of a person
before the rest of the bands name. For example Eric
Burdon and the Animals. This week's column gives the names
of the groups, you supply the name.
The answer to last week's Wicked Hard Question
concerning the original members of Duke and the Drivers:
1
the original members were: Sam Deluxe, Cadillac Jack,
Rhinestone Mudflaps the Third, Earthquake Morton and
- Dr. Feelgood Funk.
!

1) the ,Pla.vboys
2) the Pharoahs
3) the Belmonts
4) the Sour Mash Boys
5) the Modern Lovers
6) the Union Gap
7) L.A. Express
8) the Miracles
9) the Crickets
10) Bluesbreakers
.
11111t11w
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I Wicked Hard Question of the Week:

Who created

Captain America?

Home grown is a good thing/
Plant , that bell and let it ring."
For the first time in a long while
there is hope in Young's music.
Neil Young's music has ma. tured since his days with the

(

Soap doesn't wash

Buffalo Springfield. He's finally
found himself, which is the Heart

Soap is on channel 5 at 9:30
P.M., Tuesday.

of Gold he's been searching for.
For Neil Young American Stars

By Barbara Malone
Soap ) that media-blitzed new
series produced by ABC, bowed
into the prime time battle arena
Tuesday night.
For all the angry outcries
Soap ha& provoked, particularly
among religious and special interest organizations, it isn't nearly as scandalous as one might
have exoected it to be.
Soap uses the overworked fadein/fade-out formula popularized
in such shows as Lucy, and
The Burn's and Allen Show.
l But Soap is not nearly so reminiscent of those shows as it is of
The Carol Burnett Show! But
the Burnett show has a faster
pace. The skits are delivered so
that the humor hits the viewer
with full imp~ct. This type of format works great for the Burnett
show.
However in Soap, the skits are
too long. The humor becomes diluted.
Soap concerns itself with two
families. One is wealthy and up. wardly mobile, the other strictly
middle class.
In the home of the wealthy
family we have characters who

'N Bars is an artfstic and personal beginning.

In City Dreams

Galleries
Trower's nightmare
ART
continued from page 23

In City Dreams by Robin the same direction Trower is
Trower on Chrysalis Records. taking his writing--downhill. The
soupy lyrics, written by Dewar
By Gary Langer
himself, don't help.
If a virtuoso is a musician who · The best song on the album is
can make almost any song sound the only one that the Trower/
good, then Robin Trower is a Dewar team has not created.
virtuoso guitarist.
It's the Bobby Blue Band classic
If a hack can be described as "Farther on up the road," a
someone who is simply unable to punchy tune featuring the
write a good song, then Trower fastest, tightest extended guitar
is a hack songwriter.
break that Trower or anyone else
Trower, the hack virtuoso, has has recorded in a long while.
done it again.
Lordan provides a snappy beat
In City Dreams; Trower's and the good old rock .comes tolatest release on the Chrysalis geth~r_.
label, documents the simultaneous improvement and degeneration of his music. Trower's riffs,
his use of distortion, his gentle
tinting and his blazing inundation
of the music add up to the finest
,guitar playing he has yet to record.
Yet Trower's songwriting,
which was adequate at best on
his previous albums, has in this
effort failed him miserably.
His penchant for annoyingly 1
"Bluebird" is the worst song on
slow, standard tempos with occasional and very weird, offbeat . the album. A truly lousy tune.
punches are almost enough cause Dewar sounds like he just got
for the listener to forget the soar- kicked in the groin. He squeaks
ing guitar work and chuck the out a miserable falsetto . and
misses the timing as well. Trower
record out the window.
Trower is accompanied on this plucks his strings with a very laid
new venture by bassist/singer back, deceivingly slow accuracy,
James Dewar, who has been with reminiscent of Jimi Hendrix's
Trower since the post Procol "Waterfall" played at 16 _rpm.
Harum days. Bill Lordan, who Lordan keeps up (or holds down)
has been hitting the skins for a solid if unimaginative beat and
Trower s1nce 1974 appears, as Allen seems to have fallen.asleep
does bassist Rusty Allen, a new over his bass. The song sounds
addition. Allen has taken over like a demented lullaby.
The seven other songs on In
Dewar's fretwork and left Dewar
City Dreams lie somewhere in
to work on Iris singing.
Dewar, it seems, has picked up between the two mentioned
on this situation as a golden op- above, leaning just a bit toward
portunity to reach for a few high the "Bluebird" side. If you feel
some perverse desire to hear exnotes. Usually he misses.
Although Dewar's familiar, cellent guitar work played under
earthy-but-honest vocals do' pop the most adverse of circumin once in a while, he seems stances, In City Dreams is for
intent on moving his singing in you.
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part of family."
,
Her "Son and Father" is a
close-up of two hands, the son's
grimy with dirt and calloused,
the father's pale and faintly
lined. Like Mano's and Kumler's
services, it is a striking use of
light and dark.
·
The inclusion of Bea Nettles'
dream-like photographs rounds
out the otherwise realistic
exhibit. The colors are muted yet
vivid, with much nature imagery.
"Mirror on the Coastline II" is an
impressionistic scene of a beach
in gorgeous purple and yellow
hues, with a duller picture of city
buildings
perhaps
Miami,
superimpo~ed
onto
the
foregroun~.
Nettles blends the face of a
woman into a .nature scene in.
many of the prints. The blown-up
full figure of a womaq in
"Backyard in June': gives the
feel of great fem ale strength.
· A similar female theme
emerges in Marguerite Zorach's .
painting "M~terl)ity," in. the ...
Huntington collection. A mother
nurses her child in a forest,
surrounded by other suckling
animals. The artist combines
sharp angles with full rounded
lines, using. rich shades of pink
and green.
Nature is a dominant theme in
the Huntington collection. There
are many land and seascapes in
both realistic and modern styles.
Marsden Hartley's "Islands-Penobscot Bay'' is a nice
arrangement of form. Three
islands of trees top three mounps
of rocks, separated by a milky
expanse of sea.
Hartley shows some sly humor
in "Intellectual niece" and
"Lifeguard." A tall, thin, drab
ART, page24

are such obvious leftovers from
one of Norman Lear's million
show¾one is sure they will spinoff momentarily. Have no fear
though. The jokes are so heavy
handed the characters have no
choice but to stand still and look
foolish.
Benson, (played by Robert
Guillaume) the black butler for
the wealthy family, has all the
"Yes Boss" characteristics of
Step 'n Fetchit. But he has a
seventies black awareness. This
is carried off well, but one wonders, "Haven't I seen this before?" Probably.
;

The lady of the {louse (Cathryn
Damon) is a confused fool and
so is her husband (Richard Mulligan) . As for the children? Well
the apples certainly didn't fall
far from the tree.
Fade into the Campbell household, the depths of middle America. Here poor old Dad <Robert
Mandan) has to deal with a stepson who thinks of himself as a
compadre, another who i-s gay,
and proud of it, and a wife
(Katherine Helmond) who won't
listen when he tries to tell her
that he's the guy who killed her
last husband. · Ho Hum.

Cast of Soap. From left to right, Richard Mulligan,
Cathryn Damon, Robert Guillaune, Katherine Helmond
and Robert Mandan.
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Little Feat's new feat
"New Delhi Freight Train". This
is not to say that these compositions don't deserve a listen. But.

By Melissa Geer
Little Feat knows how to deliver a melodic album without
frills. Their latest effort, Time
Loves a Hero, places the band
in a territory where no other band
has tried.
Their rhythms are enticing.
Not since the days of early
Fleetwood Mac has percussion in
a set of compositions been so
tastefully revealed.
Little Feat exercises fine art.
throughout this disc. Prominent
numbers like "Oltj Folks Boogie"
and "Day at the Dog Races"
should fill the ears, of the dreariest rock skeptics, with hope.
The latter ·piece puts Little
Feat into a category above and
apart from other· rock bands.
The success of this lively number
depends solely on the strength
of the band's fine instrumentals.

Galleries
Art

continued from page 23
woman stares at the viewer in
one· in the other a muscle-bound
you~g man with burnt-copper
skin stands stiffly.
George Bellows' farm scenes in
lively, bold colors, and Arthur

it is apparent that the songs lack
the spark and candor that keeps
the other tunes alive_and kicking.
The pace of the. album declines
vith the last cut, "Missin You."
rhis old fashioned folk song has
;imple harmonies. It is the last
measure of the LP, bringing it to
an angeli"c halt.
Little Feat is as good as any
contemporary band. And Time
Loves a Hero beckons the lis"Rocket in my Pocket" is an-: tener to give the group a label
other igniting masterpiece. It all tneir own. For in their corner
contains crafty lyrics and an up- lies originality and potential, two
rooting beat.
ingredients that will keep the
Not so significant on this album band in the ring of success.
are the songs: "Hi Roller" and
Davies' more muted pen and ink
ctrawmg "165 West 46th St.
N.Y.C., N.Y.," present a contrast
that occurs in the Huntington
collectio~. Bellows' visually
soothing oil paintings hung next
to Davies' factory scene seems
like a forecast of things to come.
Both the photography and the
paintings show a nice spectrum
of technique and perception. The
exhibit is on display through October 27.

TV
View

MUSO Film Series
Here's the schedule for the semester's MUSO film series.
Clip and save and impress your friends with your ex- 1
tensive knowledge of the MUSO film series. All shows are
at 7 and 9:30 P.M., costing 75 cents.
Sept. 18: Orson Welles' Touch of Evil.

Peter Strauss stars in young
Joe, The Forgotten Kennedy.
Sunday at 9 P .M. on channel 5

Sept. 22: Robert Redford and Faye Dunaway star in
Th-ree Days of the Condor.

f news in ·the arts I
Stokowski dead
Conductor Leopold Stokowski died Tuesday in England. He was
95 and had had a career that spanned nearly 70 years.
_

Poet Lowell dead
Pulitzer prize-winning poet Robert Lowell died in New York
City Monday of an apparent heart attack. The Boston-born Lowell
was 60 years old.

Cody Concert
On Sunday, September 18th, the Memorial Union ~tudent
Organization (M.U.S.O.) will open its concert season with The
. New Commander Cody Band plus special guest Chuck McDermott and Wheatstraw.
The core of the new band remains the Commander. Two
members from his original Lost Planet Airmen are with the
current band, pedal steel guitarist Bobby "Blue" Black and
bassist "Buffalo" Bruce Bario,,,.

The new members of Cody's band hail from Silver City,
Nevada: Darius Javaher ·on guitar al).d clarinet; Gary Cisco on
sax and flute· drummer Fred Meyer; and vocalist Charra Penny.
To complete the new group, Cody rounded off his background
vocals with the sweet voice of Nicholette Larson, who has backed
such performers as Neil Young, Jesse Winchester, and Emmylou
Harris.
~with a new band, Cody was ready to rock 'n roll again. His first
. endeavor with the new band can, and shoulct, oe neara on me
album Rock 'n Roll Again.
The new LP features the Commander with his bearish voice,
stomping keyboards, and a collection of the finest foot-stompin'
originals he has ever produced.
About the new gang, Cody says, "'This band is hot stuff! There's
more boogie per groove than ever before!:' He pauses for effect.
"Featuring reeal rock an~roll pedal steel gee-tar!!"
Throughout Rock 'n Roll Again, the new band em~ellis~es
their lead vocalist's every nuance. The women offer a ghstenmg
vocal cushion for Cody's gritty voice to bounce off of.
Chuck McDermott and Wheatstraw, a Boston based country
rock n' roll band offers an excellent lead-in to the Cocty act. Tne
band has produced two albums on the Back Door Record label,
Follow the Music and Last Straws.
The present group features McDermott on electric and a~oustic
guitar as well as lead voc~ls; Rocky Stone on l~ad, ~lectri~, a!ld
bionic guitar; Charlie Irwm on bass and acoustic gmtar, p1amst
Jim Mentel, and drummer Kathy Burkly.
The New Commander Cody Band and Chuck McDermott and
Wheatstraw can be heard this Sunday night in the Granite State
Room of the MUB. There will be two shows at 7:00 and 10:00 P.M.
Tickets are now available at the MUB Ticket Office for $4.00 to
U.N .H. students in advance and $5.00 at the door.

Sept. 25: In Cold Blood, based on Truman Capote's
novel.
Sept. 29: Newman and Redford star in The Sting.
Oct. 2: Gene Hackman stars in The Conversation.
Oct. 6: The Godfather.
Oct. 9: Gene Kelly start in Take me out to the Ballgame.
Oct. 13: The Godfather II.
Oct. 16: Kelly stars in Singin ' in the Rain.
Oct. 20: Timothy Bottoms and Cloris Leachman star in
The Last Picture Show.
Oct. 23: Oliver!
Oct. 27: Taxi Driver, directed by Martin Scorcese.
Oct. 30: Janis, a biography of Janis Joplin.

John Astin stars in Operation
Petticoat, Saturday at 8:30
P .M. on channel 5.

Nov. 3: All The President's Men.
Nov. 6: Truffaut' s Jules and Jim.
Nov. 10: Emmanuelle: The Joys of a Woman.
Nov. 13: M, directed by Fritz Lang, starring Peter Lorre.
Nov. 17: Animation night featuring animation by the
Bakshi, Disney and Warner studios.
Nov. 20: Akira Kurosawa's Yojimbo.
Dec. 1: Altman's Nashville.
Dec. 4: Blow-Up.
Dec. 8: Wertmuller's Swept Away.
Dec. 11: Special Section.
Dec. 15: McCabe and Mrs. Miller. Directed by Robert
Altman and starring Warren Beatty and Julie Christie.

Greg Harrison and Heather
Menzies star in Logan's Run
Friday at 9:30 on channel 7. •
Commander Cody will be appearing this Sunday in the
Granite State Room of the MUB.
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MUB Pub
MubPub
continued from pa~ 3

Steve Hilliard, one of the Pub's
managers, said, "On the average, he was the best for business.
Bean was consistent. We could
count on him for that much every
week, even if there was something else going on around
campus. ' '
Hiiliard said it is too early to
tell whether the Pub is in danger
of c1osing, but he added that the
Pub grossed only $313 last Wednesday night--a night when Bean
brought in an average of $600.
Without the extra profit which
Bean brought in, Hilliard said the
Pub is unable to program "alternate entertainment," such as
jazz. The Pub often loses money
on entertainment such as jazz
ancl uses its protits to subsiciize
the loss.
"The only way you can eliminate Bean and continue to make
money is to build up some other
night," she said. "But this has to
be done graduallv. ''
In a letter to· the editor that

PAGE 1WENTY-FIVE

appears in today's issue of The
New Hampshire the Pub Enter-tainment Committee stressed
that Rick Bean's refusal to make_ .
a commitment, to the Pub was
the sole reason he was not booked
for September.
But, Rick Austin, chairman of
the committee, said the decision
not to rehire Bean and to have
different types of band in the Pub
this .year is an effort to "reach
out to other students with other
interests."
"The committee doesn't want
the Pub to be a one-man show
' anymore,'' he said. · ''We're
trying to serve 10,000 people, not
just Rick Bean fans."
Austin said whenever new acts
are being tried, there are "bound
to be flops here and there."
He added that he felt higher
beer prices were as much a caus~ '
for the Pub's first-week slump as
any entertainment problems.
Whether or not the Pub's busi. ness will pick up remains to be
i;eon, but Kano oaid tho ochodu

ling of entertainment will play a
vital role.
"There's no question in my
mind that entertainment has a
direct effect on the MUB Pub profits," said Kane. "If the commit- ,
tee gets music and activities the
students like, then everything
else falls into place."

ADMITONE

Cibachrome
Clinic

Drop by on Friday with your favorite
slide and see how easily it can bemade into a beautiful color print.
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Do you have
2 hours a week to spare?
Gain personal fulfillment
Kari-van use has reportedly increased oracucally this
year because of lower fares and the lack of ample commuter parking. (Dennis Giguere photo)

Use of Kari-van
drastically increased
Kari-Vans
continued from page 1

able to increase its budget due to
the - increase of students riding
the Kari-van. Niese said he would·
like to see a further drop in Karivan prices.
·
Bethany_ Blake, a ·senior riding
the Kari-van for the first time
said, ''Twenty dollars for a semester is really reasonable."
When asked . if she thought $30
was a reasonable price for ·a
semester's pass, she replied, "It
probably would be for anybody
who uses it a lot.''
Ron Lessard is a graduate student who has relied on the Karivan for the past four }:ears. He
said he remembers when only
two buses were running and a
,ride cost $1. Now there are six
buses and one van.
"I think it's (the lower price)
a good idea," Lessard said.
"With the price of everything
going up, l was surprised at any·
price going down." Lessard
. added he would not like the price
to drop further if it means sacri-

ficing good service.
In an effort to make students
more aware of the Kari-van,
ticket order forms were mailed
to students over the summer.
Niese said the response from students was· "terrifl:c," but said it
could have been better if the order forms -were sent out before
Aug. 19.
Students will receive an order
form and bus schedules for next
semester ·as early as Dec. according to ·· Robert Provencher,
assistant Kari-van supervisor.
Last year, tickets were sold
only at the MUB. Tickets are now
sold at the MUB, ffie Whittemore '
School CWSBE), Town & Campus and the Score Building, adjacent to the Service building.
Niese said, students riding the
Kari-van should note that there is
no 11:30 p.m. run on the Dover A
schedule--the last run is at 11:05
p.m. The Dover A-B combined
route has a 6:05 a.m. run in effect,
and beginning Monday, Sept. -19, ·
there will be a 2:30 p.m. run on
the Dover A schedule because of
increased df'rnand.

and share unique experiences
while helping others.

Come to the

Adopted Grandparent meeting

Senate Merrimac Room
\

MUB 7:00 P.M.

Wed~ Sept. 21
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FALL SPECIAL
TRAIL RIDES
$5.00 Monday-Sunday
By Reservation

ALSO
Group and Individual Lessons

GREEN ACRES STABLES
742-3377
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nowOffered at
The~University
of New Hampshire
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Call or See: ·
Cpt Les Bowen
862-1079
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Parking

reporter's
•
rne~ting

Parking
continued from page 3
students should know about the
new parking regulation since it
was explained on one of the cards
needed to register a car. ~
Flanders said 2,650 student
cars were registered ·at Snively
Arena during Book Rush.
He said the Parking and Traffic Committee is attempting to
respond to UNH students needs.
Flanders urged students to contact the committee concerning
problems with parking .
·

sunday
at 6:00

CARE PHARMACY
53 Main St.
Students in the Thompson School taking part in a meat preparation course_ <llPnnis Giguere photo)

vO~~

Meul1..,;u l lt:I::i

off on

10 o/o

all cosmetics

W ith this coupon

BECOME A
COLLEGE CAMPUS DEALER .

RESEARCH
Assistance

Sell brand name Stereo Components
at lowest prices. High profits.

ALL SUBJECTS
Choose from our library of 7,000 topics.
All papers have been prepared by our
staff of professional writers to insure
excellence .
Send $1 .00 (air mail
postage) for the current edition of our
mail order catalog .

NO INVESrMENT REQUIRED.

r--------------- I
I
I
I
l
I
II
i
1 EDUCATIONAL -SYSTEMS
P 0 . Box 25916-E ,
Los Angeles. Calif . 90025

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

We also provide original
research -- all fields.
Thesis and dissertation
assistance at,:i evailable.

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I State _ _ _ Z i p - - - - -

I

'---------------------------J

::r~~~...cc,-.,rJ.:;1

rI.-Welcoming Supper I
1
~

Meat

Freshn1en and

For details, contact:
FAD COMPONENTS, INC ..
65Passaic Ave.
P.O. Box689
Fairfield, New Jersey 07006
Ilene Orlowsky
( 201 ) 227-6884

continued from paoe 1
checked and certified by the
state," says Dodds. "We are under a strict sanitation program. "
The knives used by students of
Introductory Meats are sterilized
before class , and the wash-up
routine , before cutting is as elaborate as that of a surgeon.
Hair is also a problem . .Some,
like Ed Roy, are able to tuck their
crowning glory under the hardha ts all meat cutters must wear .
. Others wear hair nets.
According to Dodds , most
students of Introductory Meats
start out " absolutely green." The
courses begins with the basics:
sharpening knives , cleaning the
cutting machines, sanitation
methods and the simplest cuts of
meat.
By the end of the semester,
says -Dodds. some of them have
develooed into first-class meat.
cutters , and all have a t least
gained an awareness of how
meat is cut and packaged.
Some of the students go on to
take Advanced Meats, a second
semester course that teaches the
refinements of cutting and more
complicated techniques of cutting. Many go on to work with
meat companies or for the state
inspection agency.
"There are good jobs for meat
cutters," says Dodds. "We have
contacts
with
a
wholesaler who will hire qualified students and train them in Argentina , Australia and New Zealand.
The training pay is $12,000 per
year. ''
Although the course is mainly
for Thompson School students, it
is also open to students from the
Division of Continuing Education, and, if there is-room , to UNH
students. It is also open to cattle,
pigs, sheep and fowl , although on
somewhat different level .

DANCING

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH

BY THE SEA AT THE

,

~

8

§

s

CAPE NEDDICK
LOBSTER POUND

§

Rhyth m & Blues

j

Transfer Students

Now attending St. Thomas M aori

j
§
§
~

j
§
I
§

Sept. 18
Following 5 p.rn. Mass Sunday

sj

8
§ Student Center8

I

Gu@s[s of the Chaplains

8

·

I

.i.,
_________...oe;-...-occccc-r..c=r..r..r~J""...o-.-ccr.-o--~_,......J
....,.....,.....-~..._.,.._,..____ - -

ALL SUBJECTS
Fast, professional, and proven
quality. Choose from our library of
7,000 topics . Se_nd $1 .00 for the
current ed ition of our 220 page
mail order catalog .

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE
11322 IOAHO AVE., No. 206-E
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474

SO'S Rock 'n' Roll By

BEN BALDWIN & THE BIG NOTE
Weekends 'tit Oct.1, 9:30-12:30
From the Portsmouth Circle go 95N to York
1N to Cape Neddick
1 a S to the Pound
25 min. drive

Our researc h papers are sold for
research purposes on ly.

------------- I
I
II ---------1I
1 Please rush my catalog.

I

E

Enclosed is $1.

Name
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I
I

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
State

-

Zip _ __ _

I
I
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UNH football hype
may be premature
The questions is, are the UNH football players as
good ,as most people in and outside of Durham think
they are?
There is a considerable amount of concern around the
Field House that all .the fabulous pre-season hype about the
Cats sweeping into the play-offs, may be a bit premature.
_ ·For example, in The New Hampshire's pre-season preview
last week, Holy Cross coach Neil Wheelwright blurbed
all sorts of rosy superlatives about the Wildcats. Rick
Taylor, the new head coach at BU did the same earlier
this week. Even when Taylor was coaching at Dartmouth,
he marvelled at the running of Bill Burnham.
And any superlatives from a Dartmouth coach about
a Wildcat player are well earned to be sure. They are
rare, to say the least.
·
National sporting magazines have also given UNH a lot
of pre-season build-up. Goal Post magazine picked the Cats
number 1 m D1v1S1on 11 this season, and just this week
Sports Illustrated rated UNH number 3 in the East, ahead
of such teams as national champion Pittsburgh.
Even certain local reporters labelled the Cats as shoe-in
favorites for the play-offs before the season began.
Coach Bill Bowes is concerned. He feels he has holes in
his team that need filling. Even with the guarded optimism
that surrounds most coaches, Bowes genuinely is concerned.
He feels that on any given day, a good Yankee Conference
team can knock his Wildcats off.
The result has to be a good bit of pressure on the players~
Most of the current Cats have been through two Yankee
Conference Championship seasons, and' two trips to the
play-offs. Most sporting enthusiasts feel that it's tougher to
stay on top than to get to the top. The Cats are in
that situation right now.
The solution is to go out and let the boys play ball.
A third championship would be great.tveryone in-Durham
conceded that.
But a 100 per cent effort every game is all that really
counts. Pre-season build-up and pre-season caution are
ingredients which bear on a team.
Let's appreciate their efforts--win or lose.

ECAC doubles champions Mark Weber (left) and Scott Taylor zero in on a low shot duri~g
the Wildcats' practice. Tomorrow the tennis team opens their season at home against
. Maine at 9:00. (Dennis Giguere photo)

Wildcat x-country team
Harriers
· continued from page 30

As · for this tomorrow's quadrangular meet with Providence,
Bo;ton College and Boston urnversity, Copeland says, "Providence

should win the meet. Historically
B.C. is up and down, they beat us
by a few points last year. And
Boston University was an eas){
victory last year, but they're
quite a bit tougher this year.''

Sports staff
meeting
Sunday 6 o'clock
room 151 Muh

WUNH 91.3 F.M.
YOUR STATION FOR UNH FOOTBALL ACTION

PAUL CRANE

WALT PERKINS

Be in on every play without commercial
Presented on WUNH Through an educational grant
Also Catch Weekend Sports with Paul Crane

interruption

from the Davidson Rubber Company
each Sunday nite at 11 p.m.

WUNH-FM
"THE LEADER IN UNH ·sPORTS BROADCASTING"
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UNH harrier squad looks strong .
By Dana Jennings
UNH men's cross country
coach John Copeland says this
year's team is "the strongest
we've fielded since l970. ''
The squad is led by senior
George Reed and juniors Mark
Berman and Gary Crossan.
Reed. who has been the best
UNH runner the last three years,
is the Yankee Conference two
mile run record holder (8:58).
But he is coming off of a dis[!ppointing spring track season
where it looked like he had been
overtraining, thus hurting his
performances.
Crossan had a good spring season and will probably be the number two runner on the team behind Reed. But if Reed falters,
expect Crossan to be number one.
·'I feel the strongest I've been
in my life," said Crossan. "I'm

readv."
Berman is also coming off of a
strong spring season and will
push Reed and Crossan for the
top ~WQ spots on the team.
The number 4-7 spots on the
team are wide open. Among the
top candidates for these positions
are sophomore Barry Rheinhold,
freshman George Junior, sophomore Peter Foley, and juniors
Bill Finsthwait and Mark
Favaloro.
Junior, from Marchfield, Mass.,
was undefeated in dual cross
country meets in high school. His
best mile time is 4:26. Junior
said, "I didn't have time for lots
of work this summer, but I feel
good. I hope to help out the team.
The last two and a half weeks
I've been getting in 75 to 80 miles
of running and have been getting
good rest."

Although this is UNH's best
cross country team in seven
years, their overall won-lost record may not improve over last
year's mark of 3-9.
UNH ha·s a difficult schedule.
They face the top four teams in
New
England
(Providence,
UMass,
Northeastern
and
UConn), the seventh best (Bates)
and the 9th best (Maine).
"Except for Reed, Crossan and
Berman we're not ready to race
yet," said Copeland. "Although
we have laid a good base to work
from.''
The attitude of the team appears to be an important factor
this season. Crossan said, "Each
individual has confidence, a lot
more than last year.''

,

Harriers, page 29

Hayner leads hooters ov_er BU
UNH used 20 players in all,
usually with si?(. fre'shmen out on
the field at one time. This pleased
scramble going on that long in Young as he was able to shift
many people around and substifront of the net it had to go in."
It was a goal that both coaches tute . otten without losing any
labeled as ''lucky," and everyone strength on the field.
knew it. But lucky or not it was a
"We've got a lot of depth this
goa1 and that's ail that counted.
year," he said, "and now it's only
The game was a very physical a matter of time before we jell."
.one, which, as both coaches
Young was especially pleased
pointed out, was an indication of with the performances of not only
poor refereeing.
Hayner, but also of co-captain
Several players received minor Dick Kiernan.
injuries during the contest and
Throughout the game, BU tried
two players, one from each team to lob the ball over the fullbacks
were warned with yellow cards.
and have their forwards beat
A strong, heavy wind was an- UNH to the ball. But Kiernan,
other factor in the outcome of the whose position is sweeperback,
game, turning many shots and matched the Terriers in speed·
kicks in all directions except the and consistently thwarted potenright one. BU's lack of movement tial scoring drives.
was still another factor.
"We didn't move the ball at , Young also cited Tuttle as anall," lamented BU coach Ro~ other standout in the contest.
"BU made some good runs/·
Cervasio, "and your pack of
wolves would come in and just said Young, ''but Gordon had
some excellent saves.''
take it over."
Even so, UNH had troubles
BU also had one other obstacle
to overcome - the natural turf.
with the ball.
"We didn't penetrate like we Their home field, Nickerson
should have," said UNH coach Field, is artificial turf.
Art Young. "We had the ball but
"It hurts us when we play on
played too much at midfield. natural turf," commented CerWe've got to work at our goal vasio. "We don't slide well and
production."
so we play a sort of back off game
soccer,
continued from page 32

and don't challenge for the ball
enough."
The Wildcats are presently
ranked seventh in Division I according to the latest UPI coaches'
poll and appear to be on their way
up following the win.
The Cats' next contest against
Keene State College (Wednesday,
3:00 at Brackett Field) will be
crucial in keeping their high
standing.

UNH Freshman George Junior (left) and junior Mark
Berman warm up before the cross country team's practice
Wednesday. (Dennis Giguere photo)

I

sport shorts

I

Sailing club places

The UNH sailing club, after finishing first and fourth in
invitational races last weekend, will be at it again tomorrow
and Sunday at Tufts University and Bates College, respecti,vely.
Saturday, Tufts will host the Lark invitational meet and Sunday, there will be two regattas: the 420 invitational meet at
Bates and the Tufts freshman dinghy invitational meet.
Last Saturday, the combined time of the UNH A and B
teams (Dave Rossin, Janice Brubacher, Fred Dinapoli and Dorie
Driver) was good enough for a tie for first olace with the
Coast Guard Academy in the Boston University dinghy im.itational.
Last Sunday, in the MIT Lark invitational, UNH (with Bob Cook
and Kevin Eddings on the B team) finished fourth.

Tennis Illatch postponed

George Hayner

The UNH men's tennis match at Rhode Island on Tuesday
was postponed because of rain.
The Wildcat netmen will open their season at home Saturday
morning at nine a.m. at the Field House courts against the
University of Maine. The nine a.m. start is a change from the
one p.m. listing on the athletic schedule.
The Cats have done well against Maine in the past, shutting
them out 9-0 two years ago and winning 8-1 last fall.

Golfers prepare for YC tourney
By Tom Lynch
UNH golf coach Charlie Holt
is looking for improvement over
last year's fourth place finish
as he takes his Wildcats into the
Yankee Conference Tournament
Monday at Storrs, Connecticut.
The Cats opened their season
on an unusual note Tuesday as
they tied Rhode Island, 484-484.
A quadruple bogey by UNH's
Bill Andrews on Portsmouth
Country Club's eighteenth hole
forced the match into rain-soaked
deadlock.
Holt was not at all discouraged
by the results, though. "For the
past few years, Rhode Island,
along with Massachusetts and
Connecticut, have been on a level
above the rest of us <UNH,
UMaine and Vermont). To be-

UNH's George Hayner (2), along with an unidentified
teammate collide with a BU forward in an attempt to
head the ball. (Lee Hunsaker ~hoto)

able to come that close says
something about our squad."
The fourteen man squad is
backboned by a top eight ineluding six veterans and two
freshmen who Holt said "are
really going to '1elp us in the
future."
The freshmen, Rick Patterson,
and John Machilly, are quite
promising according to Holt.
The top veterans include
Andrews, Steve Bernard, Steve
Button, Tom Glas, Bob Schmeck
and captain Phil Pleat.
Pleat, one of the mainstays of
the squad, is not in peak condition,
having undergone surgery during
the summer.
Holt feels the remaining six
goners on the team are more
than adequate replacements for
any of the top 'eight unable to

pla_y in a given match because.
of scheduling conflicts.
· "The schedule is set up in such
a way that the players have to
miss a lot of classes,'' explains
Holt, "and I don't think it's fair
to the kids to pull the same ones
out of class all the time."
One of the few dark points
Holt sees is that some of his
golfers didn't play enough over
the summer.
"The advantage of having fall
golf," he says, "is that by the
time the season rolls around the
boys have had a chance to get
on top of their games. Some
of our guys didn't work over the
summer, and that could hurt.''
The Cats closed out their home
schedule yesterday
against
Maine, but the results were not
available at press time.
·

New Hampshire staff meeting
Sunday night, 6 o'clock
room, 151 MUB
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Allen wins YC honor

I

UNH senior quarterback Jeff Allen was named Yankee Conference offensive Player-of-the-Week for his performance against
Holy Cross Saturday.
Allen completed twelve of seventeen passes for a 71 per cent
completion average for 181 yards to lead the Wildcats to 27-14
victory.
In other Yankee Conference honors, Maine cornerback Jeff
Smaha was the defensive Player-of-the-Week and Rhode Island's
Leroy Shaw was named the week's top rookie.

UNH wollUlll wins bronze
Former UNH student Liz Mills and Lisa Hansen combined
to become the only women representatives from thte United
States to win bronze medals in the World Championships of
Rowing which were held in Amsterdam, Holland two weeks ago.
Mills, who began rowing at UNH four years ago, was on the
Olympic team last summer and had been training in Long
Beach, California since last March. She graduated last January.
-Hansen attends Long Beach State and has sculled for six
years at both Berkley and Long Beach.
Mills and ·Hansen teamed up last June to win the nationals
in Philadelphia, then went on to win the West German Championships _and a week later came in third to win the only American
medal in Amsterdam.
Both Liz and Lisa are now working in Durham and rowing
for the UNH crew team.
Other UNH women rowo_rs to rociovo national rocognition

durinl! the summer were Coleen Fuerst, Juanita Ograd, Sue
Hoehgr~f 1, Barb Hills, Jo Fuller and Andi Clanchette.
Fuerst, who won both the lightweight pair and lightweight
four event, has now won six national gold medals in the last
three years.
.
Ogrady was also in this years lightweight four and Hoehgraf,
a Durham resident, teamed with Fuerst to win in the pair
and the four.
Mills · and Fuller won a silver medal in the heavyweight
while Clanchette came in fourth in the Grand Eight Final,
losing out on the bronze medal by only .4 seconds.
Most of these women will continue to row for the UNH crew
team this fall.

UNH grads Dlake NFL
Two former UNH football players have _gone bi~ time .
Bruce Ruther, waived by the Dallas Cowboys last week, was not
claimed by the remaining 25 NFL teams and has made the
team's final 43-man roster.
Dave Rozumek, who graduated from UNH in 1976, has made
the Kansas City Chiefs' roster and may start at linebacker
this Sunday against the Patriots at Schaefer Stadium.
Huther has played in exhibition games this season, and apparently the Cowboys had_ no intention of getting rid of him.
According to Bill Knight, Sports Information Director at UNH,
Dallas knew that Huther would not be claimed on waivers.
Thev waived Ruther so they could hold some veterans that
probably would be picked up on waivers but who would be more
valuable in trade.
Knight said Ruther would probably be a back-up linebacker to
veteran Bob Breunig.
"Bruce said that it was the most thrilling thing that ever
happened to him in his life," said Knight. "He walked into the
Cowboys' locker room and saw the locker with the name
Bruce Ruther, number 57 on it.''
Ruther wore number 57 at UNH before he graduated last May.

UNH tailback Bill Burnham breaks· through the Holy Cross defense on his way to scoring
the first Wildcat touchdown of the year m UNH's 27-14 victory over the Crusaders last
weekend. Blocking for Burham on the play is number 30 Bill Coleman. (Scott Spalding photo)

Cats invade Beantown tomorrow
football,
continued from page 32
help the Terrier defenders is that
the team's offensive coordinator,
Steve~Stetson was the Wildcats
offensive backfield coach last
year.
Stetson knows how the Cat offense works, and this may be a
factor for the BU defensive team
tomorrow.
Offensively, the Terriers have
ten of eleven 1976 offensive starters returning. Quarterback Greg
Geiger, who had an off day when
the two teams met last year, will
be back, as will tailback Charles
Hall. They will be the key personnel putting the multiple I offense
in motion.
·

Cerratani faces surgery
The Holy Cross Crusaders suffered more than just a 27-14
loss at the hands of the Wildcats last Saturday.
They also lost the services of senior co-captain Craig
Cerratani, who was injured during the game. The wide receiver needs shoulder surgery apd will be out for the season.
The Crusaders also Jost defensive end Mark Dates who has
a severely sprained ankle and will miss tomorrow's' game at
Rhode Islami.

The game is especially sig~
nificant because it is the first contest of the season in which UNH
will defend its Yankee Conference title, which is determined by
intra-Conference record. UNH
took it with a 4-1 YC mark last
year, losing only to Maine (10-0).
Wildcat notes: Tomorrow, Bill
Burnham should become the first
UNH player ever to rush for 2,500
yards in a career. The senior tailback needs only seven _yards to
reach the milestone. Last year he
broke Dick Dewing's career rushing mark of 1760 yards, set between 1950-52. Burnham, in a
little over two years of regular
play, has amassed 2493 career
yards .

cat stats
N.E; soccer poll

UNH 1 - BU 0

I. Uconn ... .
2. Brown ..... .
3. Rhode Island
4. Bridgeport ..
6. Dartmouth .....
7. New Hampshire.
H. Yale ..
. . ....... .. .. ... .
9. Harvard .. _
10. UMass ..

BU CO-ll . .
. .. 0 0-0
UNH 0-0) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . 0 I -1
SCORING: NH-Scott Davis (Peter Tuflsl

This week in the YC
There will be two intra-Yankee Conference football games
tomorrow. UNH will be at Boston University and Maine will
be at Massachusetts.
Other games involving Yankee Conference teams tomorrow
will be Connecticut at Navy, and Rhode Island hosting Holy
Cross.
The UMaine-UMass tilt should be a real dogfight, as those
two teams look to be UNH's chief rivals for the YC title .
. Jeff Sagarin, a ~ational football predictor, picks UMass by
six and one-half pomts. Mass, however, is without their starting
quarterback, Mike Fallon, and guard Russ Cooke both of whom
were injured in their 34-10 loss to Army lastSaturd~y.
The Black Bears of Maine are 1-0 this year, having squeaked
by Lafayette, 12-10 last Saturday.
Connecticut doesn't appear to stand a chance against Navy.
UConn does not ha_ve a strong squad this year, and they were
blown o~t ?Y Lehigh_,. 49-0 _last week in their opener. Navy,
meanwhile 1s competitive with the national Division I po.wers.
They defeated The Citadel 21-2 Saturday.
Holy Cross is favored by six points over URI by Sagarin.
Rhode Island dropped a 21-12 decision to Northeastern last
we_~kend while the Crusaders suffered a setback at the hands of
UNH.

The Wildcats obviously possessing star-quality offensive
players also have concerns on defense.
"We did reasonably well at the
outside linebacker positions,"
said Bowes after Saturday's
game. "But we do have to improve inside d~fensively. ''
So tomorrow's matchup looks
much like last Saturday's, with
UNH facing a team with a veteran and proven offense, but a
questionable defense.
Last Saturday, the Cats' defense, though erratic, was good
enough to hold off the Cross.
Whether they can do it again will
be the big question_tomorrow.

9:55

SAVES: Gordie Tuttle (UNHl
MacLeod !BU) 5

15;

Ken

... 50
.. .. 45
. .. .40
. .32
. .... 2:i
. ..... 18
. .16
. . II

... 4

Probable starting lineups
University of New Hampshire

Boston University
Ol<'FENSE

SE
LT
LG
C
RG
RT
TE
QB
TB •
FB
FLK

Lee Pope
Dave Kelley
Phil Hamilton
Don Wohlfarth
Glen Liset
Grady Vigneau
Bill Wharff
Jeff Allen
Bill Burnham
Tim Pendry
Tom Ruffen

Sr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr
Sr..
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.

6-0
6-2
6-1
6-0
6-:l
6-4
6<3
6-2
6-0
6-0
6-1

185
235
225
225
245
250
2:l5
190
215
210
210

SE
LT

LG
C
~lG
RT

TE
QB
TB
FB
PLK

Tom Hailey
Tom Pierzga
Pat Pitzgibbons
.Joe Castronovo
Bob Almeida
Dennis Ruland
Pete Smolenski
Greg Geiger
Charles Hall
Mal Najarian
Jim O'Connor

Sr.
So .
Sr.
Sr .
Jr.
Sr .
Jr .
Sr .
Sr
So.
Sr.

6-1
6-4

Sam Stepney
Pete Krynicki
Mike Degenova
Tim McMahon
Stan Dargan
Joe Gregos
Omar Lopez
Wayne Clarke
Mike Slaughter
Frank Nigro
Buck Easton

.Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
So.
So.
So .
So.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
S-r.

6-2
6-2
6-1
6-2
6-2
6-2
6-2
6-2
5-10
5-11
6-0

6-0

60
6-2
6-2
6-2
6-2
5-11
5-10
5-10

IH2

236
215
232
220
2:34
220
211
187

184
179

DEFENSE
LE . MikeNemo
LT
.Joe Marinelli
Bil1 Logue
RT
Bill Dedrick
RE
OLB
Dave Kahn
- ILB
Greg Donahue
Mike Marchese
ILB
OLB
Tim Confrey
Frank Mucci
LHB
s MarkEtro
RHB Dick Duffy

Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr .
Sr.
Sr.

6-3
6-4
6-1
6-2
6-0
6-1
6-1
5-11
5-10
6-1
5-11

220
225
235
200
210
220
215
200
180
195
195

LE
LT
RT
RE
OLB
ILB
!LB
OLB

LHH

s

RHB

206
232
222
225
190
210
210
200
170
192
170
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1-0 in a ti~htly contested battle with the surprising Terrier squad. Co-captain
Scott Davis scored the game winner at 9:55 of the second hair. (Lee Hunsaker
photo)

BU goalie Ken Mac Leod makes a save in front of the Terrier goal as
Kevin Hfrson and Peter Tufts (7) apply pressure. The Wildcats )VOn the game

'Man of the Hour' Hayner rescues Cats, 1-0
By Lee Hunsaker
The Friars had their "Man of
.the Hour." Dean Martin had his
"Man of the Hour." And now the
Wildcats have their own "Man of
the Hour.''
His name is George 1Iayner
and he plays fullback for the
UNH soccer team. But Wednesday afternoon, he looked more
like a goalie, making a save against BU that turned the game
around, sparking the Cats on to a
1-0 victory.

Hayner left the crowd at Brackett Field astounded with hissave
at a crucial pomt m tne second
half with the score tied at zero.
The Terriers had an offensive
attack going when a BU forward
laced a low, hard shot for the corner of the net to the right of Wildcat goalie Gordon Tuttle.
Tuttle, who made 14 saves on
the day, dove to make the save
but was caught lying on his back,
out of position for the rest of the
play.

UNH backs rushed in to clear
the ball from in front of the goal~
but a BU forward beat them to it
and lined another shot headed for
the middle of the Wildcat net.
And
it
was
here
that
Hayner performed his heroics.
Standing on the goal line, Hayner caught the ball in his chest,
let it drop and then booted it clear.
It was simply an incredible save.
''I was just standing there,''
said Hayner after the game, "and
it hit me. I didn't even have to
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5-1

6-0

5-1
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that seemed to last forever just
ten yards in front of the Terrier
net.
Finally Davis was able to get
his foot on the ball. And though
he didn't get much on it, it was
enough to get the ball into the net.
"There was no way," said
Davis, "that that ball wasn't
going into the net. I was going
to make sure of that. With a
soccer, page 30

Wildcat gridders
travel to Boston

morning line
Mike
Minigan

move.''
Rayner's save was the motivation that the Cats needed, and
soon after that, halfback Scott
Davis scored the winning goal on
a shot from out of a scramble in
front of the BU net.
Dan Bean had brought the ball
down
deep
into
Terrier
territory and then passed back
to Davis who was all alone in the ·
middle.
BU backs quickly closed in on
Davis forcing a wild scramble

5-1

By Paul Keegan
If while following the ~977 UNH
football Wildcats, you hav~ this
deja vu feeling that you've seen it
all before, don't worry. You have.
One year ago this weekend, the
Cats defeated Boston University,
13-0, fresh after opening their
season the weekend before with a
convincing 17-3 victory over the
Holy Cross Crusaders.
Tomorrow, the Wildcats will do
their best to make history repeat
itself, as they travel to Beantown
to tangle with the Terriers (game
time: 1 p.m.). UNH, of course,
roughed up HC last weekend, 27-14
in the season opener.
_
By all indications, UNH should
be victor again this week - the
first of intra-Yankee Conference
play. But Wildcat head coach Bill
Bowes isn't quite sure what to
expect from BU this season (3-7
last year.).
"It's difficult to judge a team
like this," said Bowes. "They
haven't had any games yet, so

we have very little information
on them. Plus they have a new
coach (Rick Taylor), and we
don't really know what they're
going to do.''
"Well, we're certainly not a
three-yards-and-a-cloud-of-dust
type team," said Taylor, who last
Jake
year defected from
Crouthamel's Dartmouth staff.
"But we do rely on ball-control.
We'd like to take as much pressure off our defense as possible
.by hanging onto the ball. (UNH
tailback Bill) Burnham can't run
if we have the football ."
One of the reasons Taylor
wants to take the pressure off the
defense is that lie is uncertain
what will happen once the Wildcats get the ball.
"We're very young and very inexperienced on defense,'' he said.
BU will start four sophomores on
defense.
However, one thing that may
football, page 31

Athletic· tickets ·•ID
Mike O'Neil, director of Recreation at UNH announced yesterday that students may pick up their new student picture
I.D. athletic ticket beginning today.
The ticket office, located in room 148 of the Field House,
is open today until 8 p.m., tomorrow and Sunday from 1-4 p.m.
and next week 9a.m. to 8p.m. Monday through Friday.
Students should bring their validated student I.D. cards.
They will have their picture taken and be immediately issued
their season's pass, good for all regular season UNH athletic
events.
The ticket office will accept only these picture I.D. tickets
for admission to the next home football game, September 24
vs. West Chester State College.

.

